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THE AGRICULTURAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
The ALRB • . . Earning California's Trust
A.

Mission
Our mission is to assure that the Agricultural Labor

Relations Act (ALRA) is carried out "to ensure peace in the
fields by guaranteeing justice for all agricultural employees and
stability in agricultural labor relations."

The ALRB is

committed to making California a showcase for the sound and
equitable administration of agricultural labor relations by
continuously improving the expeditious handling of all election
and unfair labor practice cases through rigorous management,
assuring accuracy, fairness, impartiality and timeliness.

We

will continue to improve the predictability and clarity of
application of the law through our decisions, regulations and
manuals.

We will increase public outreach to inform and educate

agricultural employees, employers and unions regarding the ALRA
and recent Board and court decisions, to improve public
credibility and to assist in the proactive avoidance of disputes
wherever possible.
B.

Organization
The ALRB strives to meet and exceed all public

requirements and expectations and to earn the highest public
confidence, credibility and trust, through a proactive and
dynamic organization which fosters commitment and inspires
loyalty through competence and challenge, and which supports
-2-

individual initiative through mutual cooperation, respect and a
harmonious work environment.

c.

Administration
The Agricultural Labor Relations Act was enacted in

1975 to recognize the right of agricultural employees to form,
join or assist a labor organization in order to improve the terms
and conditions of their employment and the right to engage in
other concerted activity for their mutual aid and protection; to
provide for secret ballot elections through which employees may
freely choose whether they wish to be represented by a labor
organization; to impose an obligation on the part of employers to
bargain with any labor organization so chosen; and to declare
unlawful certain practices which either interfere with, or are
otherwise destructive of, the free exercise of the rights
guaranteed by the Act.
The agency's authority is divided between a Board
composed of five members and a General Counsel, all of whom are
appointed by the Governor and subject to confirmation by the
Senate.

Together, they are responsible for the prevention of

those practices which the Act declares to be impediments to the
free exercise of employee rights.

When a charge is filed, the

General Counsel conducts an investigation to determine whether an
unfair labor practice has been committed.

If he believes that

there has been a violation, he issues a complaint.

The Board

provides for a hearing to determine whether a respondent has
committed the unfair labor practice alleged in the complaint.
-3-

Under the statute, the Board may delegate, and in
practice has delegated, its authority to hear such cases to
Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) who take evidence and make
initial recommendations in the form of written decisions with
respect to issues of fact or law raised by the parties.

Any

party may appeal any of the findings, conclusions or
recommendations of the ALJ to the Board, which then reviews the
record and issues its own decision and order in the case.
Parties dissatisfied with the Board's order may petition for
review in the Court of Appeal.

Attorneys for the Board defend

the decisions rendered by the Board.

If review is not sought or

is denied, the Board may seek enforcement of its order in
superior court.
When a final remedial order requires that parties be
made whole for unfair labor practices committed against them, the
Board has followed the practice of the National Labor Relations
Board (NLRB) in holding supplemental proceedings to determine the
amount of liability.

These hearings, called compliance hearings,

are also typically held before ALJs who write recommended
decisions for review by the Board.

Once again, parties

dissatisfied with the decision and order issued by the Board upon
review of the ALJ's decision may petition for review of the
Board's decision in the Court of Appeal.
In addition to the Board's authority to issue decisions
in unfair labor practice cases, the Board, through personnel in
various regional offices, is responsible for conducting elections
-4-

to determine whether a majority of the employees of an
agricultural employer wishes to be represented by a labor
organization or, if the employees are already so represented, to
determine whether they wish to continue to be represented by that
labor organization, a rival labor organization or no labor
organization at all.

Chapter 5 of the ALRA empowers the Board to

direct an election provided that Board investigation reveals the
existence of a bona fide question concerning such representation.
Because of the seasonal nature of agriculture and the
relatively short periods of peak employment, the Act provides
for a speedy election process, mandating that elections be held
with

seven days from the date an election petition is filed,

and within 48 hours after a petition has been filed in the case
of a strike.

Any party believing that an election ought not to

have been conducted, or that it was conducted in an inappropriate
unit, or that misconduct occurred which tended to affect the
outcome of the election, or that the election was otherwise not
fairly conducted, may file objections to the election.

The

objections are reviewed by the Board's Executive Secretary, who
determines whether they establish a prima facie case that the
election should not have been held or that the conduct complained
of affected its outcome.

If such a prima facie case is found, a

hearing is held before an Investigative Hearing Examiner to
determine whether the Board should refuse to certify the election
as a valid expression of the will of the employees.

The

Investigative Hearing Examiner's conclusions may be appealed to
-5-

the Board.

Except in very limited circumstances, court review of

any decision of the Board in representation matters may be had
only in connection with an order in an unfair labor practice case
which is based upon the Board's certification.
In addition to and as part of the agency's processing
of unfair labor practices, elections and compliance matters, the
Executive Secretary and the Board are frequently called upon to
process and decide a variety of motions filed by the parties.
These motions may concern novel legal issues or requests for
reconsideration of prior Board action, as well as more common
requests for continuance of hearings, requests for extensions of
filing deadlines for exceptions and briefs, motions to change the
location of a hearing, and requests by the parties to take a case
off calendar because of a proposed settlement agreement.
The agency also receives frequent requests for
information regarding the ALRA itself, the enforcement procedures
used by the agency to seek compliance with the law, and case
processing statistics.

Such requests are routinely received from

the media, trade associations, growers, unions, parties to
particular cases, the Legislature, other state agencies, colleges
and universities, and sister state agencies considering the
enactment of similar legislation.

-6-

D.

Review of Accomplishments and Goals
The greatest challenge facing the Agricultural Labor

Relations Board continues to be consistently improving its
performance in the face of diminishing resources and a
dramatically changing farm labor environment.
The Board's strategy has been not only to meet public
expectations, but to surpass and exceed them.

Throughout this

period and until the present, we have found opportunities in
adversity and motivation through circumstances demanding the best
from each of us.
As a result, disbursements making aggrieved parties
whole have increased nearly tenfold over the past two years and
are greater today than at any other time in the Board's history.
For the first time, the monetary relief provided exceeds the
amount of the Board's budget.

Similarly, the processing time for

an election petition to result in a Board certification is faster
today than ever before -- now averaging just 41.6 days.
1975 to 1990, it never took less that 82.5 days.
Attachment A.

From

See chart at

Most amazing of all is that these results have

occurred with a staff only 20 percent as large as its peak in
1979.
These and other dramatic results did not just happen.
We identified problems, developed solutions, and made effective
changes to our procedures and operations.

We were guided

throughout by a philosophy that proactive dispute avoidance, or
resolution at its earliest stages, is far better than an
exhaustive litigious process, which rewards only legal counsel at
-7-

the expense of both management and labor.

We were guided also by

the reality that justice delayed is justice denied.

This is

especially true for migrant and seasonal workers who cannot wait
years for just compensation following an unfair labor practice.
Examples of recent changes include combining liability
and compliance proceedings into a single hearing, saving
potentially years of litigation and appeals, and associated
expenses in nearly every case.

They include simultaneous

processing of challenged ballots and election objections, which
drastically speeds up our certification process.

They include

the elimination of unnecessary legal briefs and numerous other
modifications that speed up resolutions at every stage without
sacrificing quality or accuracy.
When we have had to absorb drastic budget reductions,
we did so in a manner preserving, as best we could, our field
offices and our operations.

We gave up headquarters office space

and staff and procured computers and software so that those who
remained could work smarter and more efficiently.

We cross-

trained counsel and staff for functions previously performed, in
some cases, by three or four individuals.

We utilized GAIN

(Greater Avenues for Independence Network) workers for field
offices and supplemented headquarters staff with student interns.
We even requested that the Governor maintain two vacancies on the
Board so that we could have salary savings to cover operating
expenses.
With a spirit of cooperation, the Board has functioned
at a quorum of three members since 1992.
-8-

Board Members have made

themselves available on a continuous basis seven days a week,
fifty-two weeks a year.

They also have unhesitatingly picked up

many administrative and operational functions previously
delegated to staff, while surrendering personal secretaries and
other perquisites of office.
When the Board was targeted in a vexatious lawsuit, the
Attorney General's Office said, in effect, that the Board could
represent itself.
our own litigator.

The Board, however, had previously given up
Using outside counsel on an interim basis, we

had to split an administrative law judge position in two, gaining
a highly qualified, former deputy Attorney General, as well as an
experienced administrative law judge sitting on an as-needed
basis.
The lawsuit stemmed from changing conditions in the
fields, which called into question the jurisdictional boundaries
of the ALRB in relation to the National Labor Relations Board.
Dramatically increased use of farm labor contractors, field
packing operations, and leased farming arrangements have
complicated what was previously a well-defined separation between
the domains of the respective boards.
Another complex issue recently addressed by the Board
was the years-long table grape boycott of the United Farm
Workers.

Like many politically charged issues dealt with by the

Board, all matters have been handled judiciously with the highest
ethical standards and conduct, and have demonstrated the kind of
expertise and specialized knowledge that are uniformly relied
upon by reviewing courts in California and the nation.
-9-

To meet the challenges posed by a dynamic farm
employment environment, and to continue to operate as proactively
as possible with diminishing resources, the Board is expanding
its outreach and educational activities.

With assistance from

the Governor's Task Force on Quality Government, we have
developed an innovative and exciting approach to educating both
farm laborers and growers about their rights and responsibilities
under the Agricultural Labor Relations Act.

Called the Pioneer

Project, it will be the first extensive outreach program
undertaken by this agency in over a decade.
The simple reality is that many disputes are
attributable to public ignorance of rights and responsibilities.
For example, the right of workers to engage in concerted
protected activity exists whenever workers act together to seek
improvements in their working conditions, pay, or benefits.

This

right exists wholly apart from any union activity or union
presence, and it is generally unknown among farm workers and
their employers.

Without greater public awareness, there will be

little observance or assertion of these legal protections.
Existing ALRB educational programs have been limited to
participating in the few farm worker programs established by
other federal or state agencies, an approach that has not
afforded much concentration on matters specific to the ALRA. The
need for a cooperative, coordinated approach to worker outreach
is apparent at many levels.

For example, when a farm worker is

discharged, he or she generally appears at an Employment
Development Department (EDD) field office to apply for
-10-

unemployment benefits.

Since qualification for unemployment

benefits depends upon the circumstances surrounding the
employee's separation from employment, EDD representatives ask
questions about the reasons for discharge.

Yet because the

Unemployment Compensation Act makes no mention of retaliatory
discharges, EDD intake workers do not normally think to refer
possible victims of discrimination to this agency to pursue their
remedies.

If the discharge clearly was in violation of the ALRA,

the farm worker should be informed of his or her right to pursue
immediate reinstatement through the ALRB, rather than simply
be

added to the unemployment insurance rolls.

so

to

Failure to do

1 and State administrative costs, constitutes a

tax on all California employers, and adds to work force
instability.
The Pioneer Project will establish a partnership of
cooperation and support among farm labor and employer groups.

It

11 make presentations in rural communities on a posted and

publicized schedule in order to reach migrant

camps,

ranches,

law enforcement agencies, and grower co-ops and

as soc

It will produce multilingual audio and audiovisual

presentations which will be made available for statewide
listening and viewing through local foreign language stations and
distribution through organizations interested in agricultural
labor issues.
While we are pursuing outreach, we are also continuing
a comprehensive review of our regulations.
housekeeping detai

to move our
-11-

Besides changing some
more smoothly,

we have proposed a number of substantive revisions.

The guiding

impulse behind the proposed reforms was the elimination of
disputes that continually arise by the clarification of existing
rules.

Thus, we have proposed codifying procedures for

calculating peak agricultural employment for the purposes of
determining when there is a representative complement of
employees in an agricultural workplace and have drafted a
detailed procedure for handling representation petitions in the
face of unfair labor practices that could affect either the
employees' free choice or the existence of a valid question
concerning representation.

We have also proposed codifying our

rules concerning access and have set forth a procedural scheme
for dealing with access violations.
As part of the regulatory process, the Board has
conducted public hearings throughout the state and has heard
extensive comment by worker and grower representatives.

The

great amount of interest evinced by both farm workers and
employer groups in our regulatory reform has been extremely
encouraging.

It demonstrates the continuing importance of this

Board, which next year marks its twentieth anniversary.

We

believe our efforts to improve and expedite Board operations, our
outreach to farm workers and employers concerning their
respective rights and responsibilities, and our ongoing efforts
to depoliticize the Board and increase credibility with the
public we serve demonstrate how we are continuing to earn
California's trust.

As part of these efforts, we will take into

account the public comments on our proposed regulations.
-12-

E.

Operational Summary for Fiscal Years 1992-93 and 1993-1994
1.

Unfair Labor Practices
During the 1992-1993 fiscal year, 303 unfair labor

practice (ULP) charges were filed with the ALRB (Chart I).

Of

the 303 charges, 214 were filed against employers and 89 were
filed against labor organizations.
During the 1993-1994 fiscal year, 305 unfair labor
practice charges were filed with the ALRB, almost exactly the
number of charges filed the previous fiscal year.

Of the 305

total charges, 279 were filed against employers and 26 were filed
against labor organizations.

Chart I

ULP CHARGES FILED
~0~---------------------------------------------------.

~ AGAINST ~lOVERS

AGAINST~
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ORGS.

The General Counsel closed 295 charges in 1992-1993.
Of the 295 ULP's processed (Chart II), the General Counsel sent
50 charges to complaint and issued 26 complaints.

In addition to

the 50 charges to complaint in 1992-1993, the General Counsel
dismissed 128 charges, settled 92, and permitted the withdrawal
of 27 others.

No complaints were withdrawn before hearing,

8 complaints were settled before hearing, and 11 complaints were
settled at hearing.
The General Counsel closed 248 charges in 1993-1994.
Of the 248 ULP's processed (Chart II), the General Counsel sent
83 charges to complaint and issued 31 complaints. In addition to
the 83 charges to complaint in 1993-1994, the General Counsel
dismissed 117 charges, settled 18, and permitted the withdrawal
of 30 others.

Two complaints were withdrawn before hearing,

9 were settled before hearing, and 5 complaints were settled at
hearing.

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
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Chart II
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Administrative Law Judges commenced 21 ULP hearings in
1992-1993 (Chart III).

They issued 8 decisions in ULP cases,

including 1 in a compliance case.
Administrative Law Judges commenced 12 hearings in
1993-1994.

They issued 10 decisions in ULP cases, including 1 in

a compliance case.

Chart III

ULP HEARINGS AND ALJ DECISIONS
24r-------------------------------------------------~
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2.

Elections

Twenty election petitions were filed in 1992-1993, four
of them to decertify an incumbent union (Chart IV) •
Seventeen election petitions were filed in 1993-1994
including five to decertify an incumbent union.
Chart IV

ELECTION PETITIONS
CERTFICATOVDECERTF1CATION REQUESTS

20
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Fourteen elections were held in 1992-1993 (Chart V).
The Board certified that a majority had voted for the union in 10
elections and no union was certified in 3 elections.

One

election was set aside and ballots were impounded in
one election.
Nine elections were held in 1993-1994.

The Board

certified that a majority had voted for a union in five cases,
and no union was certified in four cases.

One election was set

aside in 1993-1994.

v

Chart

ELECTION ACTIVITY
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1993-94

Investigative Hearing Examiners (IHEs) commenced
3 hearings involving election-related matters in fiscal year
1992-93 and issued 3 decisions.
A total of 1,070 votes were cast in the Board's 3
regions in 1992-1993 (Chart VI).

Salinas held 6 elections with

434 votes cast; El Centro had 1 election with 76 votes cast; and
Visalia had 560 votes cast in 7 elections.
Investigative Hearing Examiners (IHEs) commenced 1
hearing in election-related matters in 1993-1994 and issued 1
decision.
A total of 1,351 votes were cast in the Board's 3
regions in 1993-1994.

Salinas held 2 elections with 404 votes;

El Centro had 4 election with 638 votes cast; and Visalia had
3 elections with 309 votes cast.

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
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Chart VI

ELECTION VOTES CAST
&~---------------------------------------------------.
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3.

Board Decisions Issued
Fiscal Year 1992-1993
The Board issued a total of 23 decisions involving

allegations of ULPs and matters relating to employee
representation during fiscal year 1992-1993 (Chart VII).

Of the

23 decisions, 13 involved ULPs, and 10 were related to elections.
A summary of each decision is contained in Attachment B.
Fiscal Year 1993-1994
The Board issued a total of 18 decisions involving
allegations of ULPs and matters relating to employee
representation during fiscal year 1993-1994 (Chart VII).

Of the

18 decisions, 12 involved ULPs and 6 were related to elections.

4.

Board Orders
The Board issued 22 numbered orders in fiscal year

1992-1993.

A description of each order is contained in

Attachment C.
The Board issued 15 numbered orders in fiscal year
1993-1994.
Attachment

A description of each order is contained in

c.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
-21-

Chart VII
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s.

Compliance Activity
At the beginning of 1992-1993, 46 cases were ready for

compliance action.

This includes Board orders and ALJ decisions

which had become final.

Of these 46 cases, 11 were closed during

the fiscal year following either settlement, voluntary
compliance, or an administrative compliance hearing to determine
the monetary amount owing (Chart VIII).

In addition, prior to

closure of these cases, compliance was achieved with regard to
the non-monetary remedies ordered by the Board.
At the beginning of 1993-1994, 45 cases were ready for
compliance action.

This includes Board orders and ALJ decisions

which had become final.

Of these 45 cases, 10 were closed during

the fiscal year following either settlement, voluntary
compliance, or an administrative compliance hearing to determine
the monetary amount owing.

In addition, prior to closure of

these cases, compliance was achieved with regard to the
non-monetary remedies ordered by the Board.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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1992-93

During the 1992-1993 fiscal year, a total of $717,869
was distributed to 556 agricultural employees (Chart IX).
During the 1993-1994 fiscal year, a total of $4,378,734 was
distributed to 1,809 agricultural employees.
Chart IX

DISBURSEMENTS TO AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYEES
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II

LITIGATION
A.

Introduction
As in previous years, petitions to review Board

decisions pursuant to Labor Code section 1160.8 have continued to
be filed in a majority of cases, and defending those decisions
has continued to comprise a substantial portion of the Board's
litigation activity.
The Board has also been involved in superior court
proceedings to enforce its previously issued orders against
parties, and to collect from other entities which were
derivatively liable for the debts of parties.

The Board

continues to be engaged in complex and extended litigation both
in the federal courts and before the National Labor Relations
Board over the demarcation of jurisdiction between the ALRB and
the NLRB.
1992-1993

During the 1992-1993 fiscal year, 12 petitions for
review of Board decisions were filed, and 2 compliance cases also
went to the appellate courts.

During that period the Courts of

Appeal acted upon seven petitions for review, some of which were
pending when the fiscal year began, as well as both of the
compliance cases.
of review cases:

The Board prevailed in all seven of the writ
five were summarily dismissed, and the Board

was affirmed in one published decision and one unpublished
decision.

The Board also prevailed in both compliance cases, in

one published and one unpublished decision.
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The Board was not

reversed in any cases.

At the close of the fiscal year eight

petitions remained pending in the Courts of Appeal.

In the

California Supreme Court, four petitions for review were filed,
and in all four the Board was successful in convincing the Court
to deny hearing.
1993-1994

During the 1993-1994 fiscal year, six petitions for
review of Board decisions were filed, and one petition was filed
by the Board in a derivative liability case.

During the same

period the Courts of Appeal acted upon nine petitions, all of
which were pending when the fiscal year began.
prevailed in all nine of those cases:

The Board

five were summarily

dismissed, and the Board was affirmed in two published decisions
and one unpublished decision which decided two consolidated
cases.

The Board was not reversed in any cases.

At the close of

the fiscal year, all seven of the petitions filed during the year
remained pending in the Courts of Appeal.

In the Supreme Court,

three petitions for review were filed, and in all three the Board
was successful in convincing the Court to deny hearing.

B.

Published Decisions
1992-1993

In ALRB v. Superior Court (Mario Saikhon)

(April 8,

1993) 15 Cal.App.4th 749, the Court of Appeal held that the ALRB
had authority to seek derivative liability as part of enforcing
compliance with its orders.

This case stemmed from ALRB

decisions finding Mario Saikhon, Inc. liable for several million
dollars in backpay (8 ALRB No. 88, 17 ALRB No. 6, 17 ALRB
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No. 10).

In the compliance proceedings, it was alleged that

Mario Saikhon as an individual, he and his wife as trustees of
the Saikhon Family Trust, and the trust itself were derivatively
liable.

Saikhon petitioned the superior court, which stayed the

proceedings, but the Court of Appeal vacated the stay and
dismissed the petition, holding that the Board has the authority
to seek compliance from the primary wrongdoer, its alter ego,
successors or assigns.
In United Farm Workers v. ALRB (Paul Bertuccio)
(June 30, 1993) 16 Cal.App.4th 1629, the Bertuccio case came
before the Court of Appeal for the second time.

In the earlier

case, the court had affirmed the Board's finding of unfair labor
practices, but remanded the matter to reconsider the makewhole
issue in light of the decision in Dal Porto v. ALRB (1987) 191
Cal.App.3d 1195.
1404-1405.)

(Bertuccio v. ALRB (1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 1369,

On remand, the Board concluded that makewhole was

not appropriate because the refusal to bargain had not caused
cognizable loss of pay to Bertuccio's employees (17 ALRB No. 16).
The court upheld the decision of the Board, agreeing that within
the makewhole period the parties would not have reached agreement
as to wage rates, and therefore would not have consummated a
collective bargaining agreement, even in the absence of
Bertuccio's unlawful refusal to bargain.
1993-1994

In Scheid Vineyards and Management co. v. ALRB
(January 4, 1994) 22 Cal.App.4th 139, the court upheld the
decision of the Board (19 ALRB No. 1) in its entirety.
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The

issues Scheid raised were (1) whether the ALRB regional
director's examination of peak was proper and sufficient;
(2) whether Scheid made a prima facie showing sufficient to
require a hearing on its objection; and (3) whether Scheid
presented any "novel legal issues" which would make imposition of
the makewhole remedy inappropriate.

The court found that the

regional director's decision regarding peak was reasonable when
made, and no further investigation was necessary; that Scheid did
not make a prima facie showing and therefore its objection was
properly dismissed without a hearing; and the Board's award of
makewhole was appropriate since none of the issues raised by
Scheid was novel.

The Supreme Court denied Scheid's petition for

review on April 13, 1994.
In Phillip D. Bertelsen v. ALRB (March 25, 1994)
23 Cal.App.4th 759, the court upheld the decision of the Board
(18 ALRB No. 13) granting makewhole to undocumented workers
notwithstanding their immigration status.

The court held that

the ALRA was not preempted by federal immigration law.

The court

further held that an agricultural employer such as Bertelsen is
not a farm labor contractor as defined in the federal Migrant and
Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act (MSPA), and thus it
would not have been a crime for such an employer to reinstate
alien farm workers.

The Supreme Court denied Bertelsen's

petition for review on June 16, 1994.
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c.

unpublished Decisions
1992-1993

In Meyer Tomatoes v. ALRB (September 1, 1992) H009248
(nonpub. opn.], the court affirmed the Board's decision holding
that Meyer had refused to bargain in good faith.

Despite Meyer's

contentions to the contrary, the court held that the Board had
the authority to remand a case to the ALJ for further hearing;
that the evidence was sufficient to support the finding of bad
faith bargaining; and that the award of makewhole was
appropriate.

The Supreme Court denied Meyer's petition for

review on November 10, 1992.
In ALRB v. UFW (Egg City)

(August 19, 1992} B062060

(nonpub. opn.], the court upheld an enforcement order issued by
the superior court.

The Board had found that the UFW had engaged

in an illegal secondary boycott and issued an order accordingly.
When the UFW refused to comply, an enforcement order was sought
and obtained from the superior court.

The UFW argued in the

Court of Appeal that the non-monetary aspects of the order could
not be enforced prior to the fixing of monetary damages in a
compliance hearing being held, but the court rejected this
argument.

The Supreme Court denied the UFW's petition for review

on November 10, 1992.
1993-1994

In the consolidated cases of Anthony Harvesting, Inc.
v. ALRB, H010371, and Trinidad Pantoja v. ALRB, H010396
(September 15, 1993)

(nonpub. opn.], the court affirmed the

Board's decision denying reinstatement to one farm worker
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(Pantoja) and ordering reinstatement of 13 other farm workers.
The court found there was substantial evidence to support the
Board's findings that (1) Pantoja had been fired for
insubordination, not for engaging in union activities;

(2) the

other 13 workers had engaged in a work stoppage but were entitled
to reinstatement because they had made an unconditional offer to
return to work; and (3) that Anthony Harvesting, Inc. and Anthony
Farms constituted a single integrated enterprise.

The court also

found that the Board properly included the individual partners of
Anthony Farms in its order, as part of the single integrated
enterprise.
D.

Other court Activity
1992-1993

During fiscal year 1992-1993, the Board went to
superior court seeking injunctive relief in one case and
enforcement of a settlement agreement in another, and defending
against suits attacking the administrative process in two others.
The Board also filed amicus briefs in two cases before the NLRB,

Produce Magic, Inc. and Gerawan Farming, Inc.

In addition, the

Board was sued in federal district court in a challenge to the
Board's jurisdiction in Bud Antle, Inc. v. J. Antonio Barbosa,

Bruce J. Janigian, Ivonne Ramos Richardson, and Linda A. Frick,
and succeeded in winning a motion to dismiss the complaint.
1993-1994

In July 1993, the Board hired a Solicitor to oversee
the increasingly complex litigation which was anticipated.
During the fiscal year, the Board defended the Bud Antle case on
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appeal to the Ninth Circuit.

Before the NLRB, the Board filed a

request for reconsideration in Produce Magic, which is still
pending, and defended against baseless unfair labor practice
charges filed against it by Gerawan, succeeding in getting those
charges dismissed after initial investigation.

In addition, the

Board went to superior court to enforce one decision, and to
defend against a suit to enjoin a derivative liability hearing.
In the derivative liability case, there is currently a writ
proceeding pending in the Court of Appeal (ALRB v. San Benito
County Superior Court (Heublein, Inc.) H012357).
It is anticipated that the amount of litigation will
continue to increase in fiscal year 1994-1995, not only in
superior court compliance actions, but also in federal court
actions in which employers allege that they are properly under
the jurisdiction of the NLRB and not the ALRB.

The outcome of

the Bud Antle case in the Ninth Circuit will undoubtedly
influence other employers who are contemplating filing similar
actions, and the Bud Antle case itself will likely be appealed to
the United States Supreme Court by the party which does not
prevail.
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III
REGULATORY ACTIVITY

As noted, in 1993-1994 the Board undertook a major
revision of our regulations.

We will highlight some of the more

important regulations proposed by the Board below.

Attached as

Attachment D is our Initial Statement of Reasons from the
California Regulatory Register which contains the Informative
Digest/Summary of all the proposed changes.

Pursuant to the

Administrative Procedure Act, the Board duly noticed public
hearings to receive comments on the new regulations.

These

meetings coincided with a major organizing drive conducted by the
United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO and raised concerns by
the United Farm Workers about the ability of this Board to handle
our increasing caseload while we were undertaking regulatory
reform.
These concerns were expressed at a series of meetings
held in Visalia, Salinas, and El Centro.

Because we were

convinced that we could undertake regulatory reform and respond
to the demands of our caseload, we maintained our original
schedule of hearings on our regulations.

Despite the opposition

of the United Farm Worker's towards the meetings, United Farm
Worker representatives appeared and played an important role and
provided much needed commentary on our proposed regulation
package.

We also received valuable comments from the grower

community which we will take into account as we continue
regulatory review.
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A. General Procedural Matters
In order to expedite the hearing process, the Board
proposed a series of regulations which would limit (1) the kinds
of responsive pleadings which, absent special permission, the
Executive Secretary would entertain before an administrative law
judge is assigned to a case and after hearing has been concluded;
{2) the kinds of pleadings which parties may file in response to,
or in support of motions, made to the administrative law judge
during the prehearing and before the close of hearing;

(3) the

kinds of pleadings which, absent special permission, the
Executive Secretary would entertain in interim appeals from
rulings or orders made by either the assigned administrative law
judge or the Executive Secretary.
In order to expedite the decision process, the Board
proposed a regulation explicitly permitting the administrative
law judge assigned to any matter to dismiss the proceeding or to
take evidence and issue an order against any party who failed to
appear at a hearing.

Under the proposed regulation, the party

which failed to appear and against whom an order issued, could
appeal any order or action taken as a result of his or her
failure to appear.

I
I
I
I
I
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B.

Procedure for Determination of Questions concerning
Representation
In section 20367 the Board proposed a regulation which

would permit an employer of a unit of agricultural employees
represented by a certified representative to appeal to the Board
to revoke the certification on the grounds that the incumbent
union had either become defunct or had disclaimed interest in
continuing to represent the employer's employees for purposes of
collective bargaining.
The Board also proposed a comprehensive regulation to
deal with post-certification and strike access, in addition to
organizational access.

The proposed regulation would change the

title of section 20900 to comport with the separate treatment for
the three recognized forms of access by labor organizations.
With respect to organizational access, the proposed
regulation would codify the Board's decision in Patterson Farms,
Inc.

(1982) 8 ALRB No. 57, which held that where a rival union

files a notice of intention to take access or a rival union
petition, the certified union is entitled to equal organizational
access rights, and would not be required to file a notice of
intention to take access with the Board.

The regulation would

also continue pre-existing regulations concerning sanctions for
violations of the access regulations.
Proposed regulation section 20900(e) (5) (B) would
provide an expedited procedure to provide relief for specific
employers where there have been alleged organizational access
violations.

The provisions of section 20900(e) (5) (
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would apply

in cases where an employer desires sanctions which cover a
geographic area, rather than a specific employer, and provides
for appeals from the regional director's rulings.

The present

procedure, requiring notice and a hearing before any relief may
be granted, does not address the need for prompt resolution of
these issues.

The proposed regulation would establish a

procedure similar to that followed in the processing of
objections to conduct of election.

Hearings would not be

automatically granted, but only upon a showing of good cause by
virtue of supporting declarations.
It was hoped that the new procedure would result in
many access disputes being informally resolved, because regional
personnel will promptly intervene, rather than having the dispute
continue unabated pending litigation.

Such a procedure would

also tend to prevent undesirable self-help measures from being
taken by the parties, by providing a preliminary decision.

The

procedure is safeguarded by Board review of the regional
determination, and provisions for evidentiary hearings for
parties adversely affected.
With respect to post-certification access, proposed
regulation section 20920 would codify Board decisions concerning
post-certification access, and would apply sanctions for
violations of the provisions.

The proposed regulation would

grant precedence to existing agreements for post-certification
access, but in the absence thereof, would allow for reasonable
access by labor organization representatives in order to
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discharge their statutory duties, and to assure unit employees of
their representational rights.

In the absence of an agreement,

the employer would have to grant access to the number of
representatives, and for the amount of time, set forth in the
organizational access provisions, but would also have to grant
additional or different access if reasonably required to
accomplish the purpose for which access is taken.
The labor organization would be required to give the
employer notice of its intended access, but would not be required
to file such notice with the Board.

Although the Board has not

previously set forth grievance-processing as a ground for postorganizational access, this function is clearly part of a
certified representative's representational duties, and within
the employees' right to be represented.

Under the proposed

regulation labor organizations are prohibited from abusing their
access rights, and sanctions may be imposed, in similar fashion
to the provisions established for violations of organizational
access regulations.

Labor organizations and employers who

violated the access regulations could be found to have committed
unfair labor practices by interfering with the section 1152
rights of employees.

Employers who unreasonably denied post-

certification access rights could be found to have failed andjor
refused to have bargained in good faith.
Proposed regulation 20925 would codify Board decisions
concerning strike access, and would apply sanctions for
violations of the provisions.

In Bruce Church, Inc. {1981)
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7 ALRB No. 20, the Board held that access rights exist during a
work stoppage for the purposes of communicating with nonstriking
employees, so the employees could make an informed choice as to
whether to join the strike.

In the Board's view, such access is

not inherently coercive, and tends to reduce the possibility of
violence and other unlawful conduct.

It concluded that the right

to strike access is satisfied by permitting one representative
for every fifteen employees access for one hour during the
employees' lunch break.

In Growers Exchange, Inc.

(1982) 8 ALRB

No. 7, the Board stated that strike access is available on a
daily basis, and established a presumption that alternative
effective means of communication do not exist.
The proposed regulation would also give precedence to
access agreements between the parties, but only requires equal
access to labor organizations with an interest in the dispute,
e.g., those with pending petitions for intervention or rival
union petitions.

Also, in cases where there has been a partial

lockout, access would be granted, since the remaining employees
have a legitimate interest in being informed of the represented
employees' views of the employer's action.

The labor

organization would be required to give the employer notice of its
intended access, but would not be required to file such notice
with the Board.

Labor organizations would be prohibited from

abusing their access rights, and sanctions would be imposed, in
similar fashion to the provisions established for violations of
organizational access regulations.
-38-

Labor organizations and

employers who violated the access regulations could be found to
have committed unfair labor practices by interfering with the
section 1152 rights of employees.
As noted previously, the Board received a variety of comment
from the grower and union community and we are presently
evaluating the regulation package in light of the comments
received.
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ATTACHMENT B
DECISIONS ISSUED BY THE BOARD
Fiscal Year 1992-1993

Opinion Number

Case Name
Gerawan Ranches, a Partnership, and
Gerawan Company, Inc.
Bud Antle Inc., dba Bud of California,
a Wholly Owned Subsidiary of
Castle & Cooke, Inc.
Anthony Harvesting, Inc., and Anthony Farms,
a partnership, Paul Gary Anthony aka Gary
Anthony and Paul Scott Anthony, Partners
Harlan Ranch Company, a California Corporation
Ace Tomato Co., Inc.
s & J Ranch, Inc.
Oasis Ranch Management, Inc.,
a California Corporation
D & H Farms, A Sole Proprietorship
Phillip D. Bertelsen, Inc., dba
Cove Ranch Management
ConAgra Turkey Company, A Division
of ConAgra Poultry Company,
a Delaware Corporation
Azteca Farms, Inc.
Gerawan Ranches, A General Partnership,
Gerawan co., Inc., A California
Corporation, Gerawan Enterprises,
A General Partnership, Ray M. Gerawan,
Individually and as a Partner of
Gerawan Ranches and Gerawan Enterprises,
and Star R. Gerawan, Individually and as
a Partner of Gerawan Ranches and
Gerawan Enterprises
Scheid Vineyards and Management Company
Triple E Produce Corporation
Orange County Nursery, Inc., A
California Corporation
San Joaquin Tomato Growers, Inc.fLCL Farms, Inc.
Silver Terrace Nurseries, Inc.
Gregory Beccio dba Riverside Farms
Walter H. Jensen cattle Company, Inc.
Leminor, Inc.
Certified Egg Farms and Olson Farms, Inc.
Cardinal Distributing Company, Inc.,
Peter Rabbit Farms, Inc.,
Cardinal Produce Sales, Inc.
ConAgra Turkey Company
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18 ALRB No.

5

18 ALRB No.

6

18
18
18
18

ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB

No. 7
No. 8
No.
9
No. 10

18 ALRB No. 11
18 ALRB No. 12
18 ALRB No. 13
18 ALRB No. 14
18 ALRB No. 15

18 ALRB No. 16
19 ALRB No.
1
19 ALRB No.
2
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

19 ALRB No. 10
19 ALRB No. 11

DECISIONS ISSUED BY THE BOARD
Fiscal Year 1993-1994

Opinion Number

Case Name
Silver Terrace Nurseries, Inc.
Michael Hat Farming Company, A Sole Partnership
Suma Fruit International (USA), Inc., and
Choice Farms, Inc.
United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO
(California Table Grape Commission)
Giannini Packing Corporation, a California
Corporation
G H & G Zysling Dairy
M. Curti & Sons
L & C Harvesting, Inc.
Olson Farms/Certified Egg Farms, Inc.
Certified Egg Farms and Olson Farms, Inc.
Imperial Asparagus Farms, dba Imperial
Asparagus Farms, Inc.
G H & G Zysling Dairy
Valley Farming Company
Monterey Mushrooms, Inc.
Simon Hakker
Ace Tomato Company, Inc.
Taylor Farms, a General Partnership;
Ernest A.Taylor and Ethel I. Taylor,
individually, and as partners of
Taylor Farms
Claassen Mushrooms, Inc., a California
Corporation, Claassen Mushroom Farm,
a Partnership, David E. Claassen,
John Goldman, Harold A. Hyde, G. Gerald
Fitzgerald, Elizabeth A. Penaat, and
C.B. Coleman, Partners

19 ALRB No. 12
19 ALRB No. 13
19 ALRB No. 14
19 ALRB No. 15
19
19
19
19
19
20

ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

16
17
18
19
20
1

20
20
20
20
20
20

ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

2
3
4
6
7

20 ALRB No.

8

5

20 ALRB No. 9

The following case summaries are prepared for each
decision issued by the Board.

They are furnished for information

only, and are not official statements of the Board.

The official

decisions of the Board are available through the ALRB.

Each

decision is numbered according to the year and order in which it
was issued.

The volume number signifies the calendar year since

the inception of the ALRB and is followed by the decision number
for the calendar year.

Thus, 18 ALRB No. 5 designates the 5th

decision published in the 18th year of the ALRB's existence.
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CASE SUMMARY

18 ALRB No. 5
Case Nos. 90-RC-2-VI
90-CE-32-VI
90-CE-33-VI
90-CE-35-VI
90-CE-38-VI
90-CE-39-VI
90-CE-41-VI
90-CE-44-VI
90-CE-45-VI
90-CE-15-VI

Ray and Star Gerawan dba
Gerawan Ranches & Gerawan
Company, Inc.
(UFW/Farm Worker Education
and Legal Defense Fund)

ALJ Decision
The ALJ found that Respondent unlawfully laid off 32 crews
following an election on May 9, 1990, in which no choice on the
ballot received a majority of votes. Respondent showed strong
anti-union animus during this period, the layoff followed
immediately after a major exercise on important statutory rights,
and was a departure from Respondent's normal practice in that it
was more abrupt and deeper than in past years at the same point
in the season. Many of the crews were recalled when the region
proceeded with a runoff election on May 15, but the same 32 crews
continued to experience a higher rate of layoff than the 15 crews
not laid off from May 11 to 15, 1990. The ALJ found the layoffs
of the 32 crews during this period discriminatory.
the ALJ overruled Employer's objections that the turnout in the
runoff was unrepresentative, in view of the fact that at least
half of the employees on the list voted. The Employer's notice
objection was overruled because the region and the parties gave
the maximum notice possible in the circumstances.
The fact that each voter did not get notice will not invalidate
an election where every feasible step has been taken to make
voters aware of the election. Here, the Board had announcements
made over radio stations, and Board agents in addition to giving
notice to the employees at work, visited as many of the voters'
homes as possible, concentrating on the Employer's labor camps,
where large number of the Employer's employees live.
The ALJ found that the discharges of the Pedro Lopez and
Guillermo Guitron crews and of Viviano Sanchez and Alejandro
Reyna were discriminatorily motivated. She found that crew
bosses Maximiliano Rios, Cecilio Arredondo and Roberto Lozano
engaged in interrogation, threats to discharge, to close labor
camps, to cease operations, and to interfere with unemployment
benefits and derided employees for their support of a labor
organization.
The ALJ dismissed allegations of unlawful discharge as to two
groups of employees.
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Case Summary:
Ray and Star Gerawan dba
Gerawan Ranches & Gerawan
Company, Inc.
(UFW/Farm Worker Education
and Legal Defense Fund)

18 ALRB No. 5
Case Nos. 90-RC-2-VI, et al.

Board Decision
The Board found that the layoffs of the 32 crews on May 10-12 and
after May 15, 1990, to be unlawful. The Board rejected
Respondent's contention that the layoff was lawful because it was
a natural and foreseeable result of the strategy Respondent
utilized to affect the outcome of the first election.
Respondent retained more crews than it historically had up to the
date of the initial election, using the additional employees to
perform work not normally done until after May 10. Respondent
did so because it felt that the additional employees would help
it to affect the outcome of the election. The Board held that
layoffs resulting from election tactics amounted to
discrimination against employees because of their having sought
an election, and therefore, instead of being a defense, was
further evidence of discrimination. The Board found the layoffs
following May 15 to be discriminatory only to the extent that
they were not the result of increased use of farm labor
contractor crews in the May 24 to June 8, 1990, period.
The Board sustained the ALJ's overruling of the Employer's
election objections. The Board reaffirmed its rule that an
election will not be set aside based on a low percentage turnout
alone, noting that the NLRB has adopted a similar approach. The
Board found that the region and the parties undertook every
reasonable effort to provide notice under the circumstances, and
found that adequate notice of the election had been given.
The Board affirmed the ALJ's finding of discrimination as to
discharges of the Guillermo Guitron crew and of Alejandro Reyna
and Viviano Sanchez. The Board found the evidence insufficient
to establish that Pedro Lopez had been requested to engage in
unlawful interrogation or surveillance of his crew, and that the
evidence of discharge for pretextual reasons not sufficiently
clear to raise a prima facie case of discrimination. The Board
adopted the ALJ's findings of 1153(a) violations consisting of
threats of discharge, cessation of operations, labor camp
closure, interference with unemployment benefits and
interrogation and derision of employees for engaging in union
activities.
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Case Summary:
Ray and Star Gerawan dba
Gerawan Ranches & Gerawan
Company, Inc.
(UFW/Farm Worker Education
and Legal Defense Fund)

18 ALRB No. 5
Case Nos. 90-RC-2-VI, et al.

Concurring and Dissenting Opinion
Member Richardson dissented from the majority's dismissal of the
violation as to the discharge of the Pedro Lopez crew.
In her
view, the request to report back what the employees were saying
about the company and the Union in the context of the extensive
violations disclosed by the evidence held, is sufficient to show
that Pedro Lopez, and therefore his crew were discharged because
Pedro Lopez failed to engage in interrogation or surveillance.
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CASE SUMM.ARY

18 ALRB No. 6
Case Nos. 89-CE-36-SAL,
et al.

BUD ANTLE, INC., dba
BUD OF CALIFORNIA, a Wholly
Owned Subsidiary of
CASTLE & COOKE, INC.
Background

In 1976, pursuant to a Petition for Certification filed with the
Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board) and a Board
conducted representation election, the Fresh Fruit & Vegetable
Workers (FFVW or Union) was certified to represent employees of
Respondent's off-the-farm cooling facilities for purposes of
collective bargaining as that term is defined in the
Agricultural Labor Relations Act (ALRA or Act). Thereafter, the
parties consummated at least four collective bargaining
agreements covering the cooling plant employees without apparent
incident. While in the process of negotiating a fifth agreement
in the spring and summer of 1989, a labor dispute developed and
both the Union and Respondent filed unfair labor practices
against the other with the ALRB, seeking to invoke the Board's
processes. The following January, after charges had been filed
by both parties with the ALRB, and for the first time,
Respondent questioned this Board's authority to entertain
matters concerning the cooler employees on the grounds that the
Company had implemented certain changes in the nature of its
operations so as to divest those employees of their prior status
as agr
1 employees.
At Respondent's behest, the Board agreed to bifurcate this
proceeding, holding in abeyance the unfair labor practice
complaint which General Counsel had issued following his
investigation of the Union's charges and permit Respondent an
opportunity to attempt to establish its jurisdictional claim as
a threshold matter.
Decision of the Administrative Law Judge
Thereafter, following a full evidentiary hearing before an
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ), the ALJ issued a decis
in
which he found that, on the basis of federal labor
precedents, Respondent, in combination
the
it
solicited to custom grow those crops which
previously
had
lf cultivated, comprised a single
enterprise.
Therefore,
employees who cooled and stored
agricultural
commodities grown for the enterprise pending shipment to market
were engaged in "secondary" agriculture as that term
defined
in section 3(f) of the controlling Fair Labor Standards Act (29
u.s.c. sec. 203(f)) which the National Labor Relations Board as
well as this Board are required by their
legislative
bodies to
low when defining employment
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Case Summary:
BUD ANTLE, INC.
BUD OF CALIFORNIA

18 ALRB No. 6
Case Nos. 89-CE-36-SAL, et al

Decision of the Board
In its decision upon appeal, the Board cautioned at the outset
that this case turns on its unique facts and should be held to
those facts.
The Board determined that Respondent had not
overcome General Counsel's prima facie showing of jurisdiction.
While acknowledging that Respondent had indeed restructured its
business operations, the reorganization had not served to alter
the established agricultural status of the employees whose
rights are disputed herein.
In agreement with the ALJ's theory
of analysis based on the totality of circumstances, the Board
found Respondent's oversight of and continued participation in
the entire process of agricultural production such that the
requisite "arm's length" relationship between nominally
independent growing and shipping activities was not established.
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18 ALRB No. 7
Case Nos. 90-CE-141-SAL
90-CE-142-SAL

Background
The complaint herein alleged that Respondent violated the Act by
discharging broccoli machine driver Trinidad Pantoja, and by
discharging 13 members of the broccoli crew 12 days later because
they engaged in a protected work stoppage. The complaint also
alleged that Respondent, consisting of Anthony Harvesting, Inc.
and Anthony Farms, a partnership consisting of Gary Anthony and
Scott Anthony, constituted a single employer. Respondent
contended that it lawfully discharged Pantoja, and that the 13
employees on the broccoli crew were not discriminated against in
that they either quit their employment, or, if they did not quit,
engaged in unprotected conduct in the course of the work stoppage
or struck for an unprotected object, and failed to make an
unconditional offer to return to work, if they were in fact
protected strikers.

The ALJ dismissed the allegation that broccoli machine driver
Pantoja had been unlawfully discharged, finding that General
Counsel failed to establish a prima facie case that Pantoja's
discharge resulted from his activity as one of the members of the
crew who had expressed requests for payment of overtime and other
changes in working conditions. The ALJ found that Respondent
discharged Pantoja because he failed to follow Gary Anthony's
instructions to remain in the driver's seat. Gary Anthony
instructed Pantoja to remain in the driver's seat immediately
after an inspector from Cal OSHA has inspected the broccoli
machine.
Pantoja's failure to remain seated was the only serious
safety problem identified by the inspector.
Thirteen employees ceased work and demanded payment of overtime.
The ALJ credited Respondent's foreman's testimony that he did not
tell them they were discharged, and also discredited the
employees' testimony that they were told they were fired.
The
ALJ found that the employees presented themselves ready to work
at starting time the next work day, conduct sufficient to
establish an unconditional offer to return to work. Respondent
avoided talking to them, directing them to leave the area.
Respondent offered no evidence that the replacement employees had
been given explicit assurances of their permanence and that
therefore, since it had hailed to establish that the employees
quit, that it had no defense to the failure to reinstate the
employees.
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The ALJ found Harvesting and Farms to be a single integrated
enterprise, based on the identical ownership, identical
management, and interrelated operations. He found that Scott
Anthony had a role in the control of labor relations and that he
consulted with Gary on important matters involving Harvesting.
The ALJ found that Harvesting and Farms did not operate at arm's
length, in that no written agreements existed between them, terms
of agreement between them were subject to adjustment depending on
the level of economic success enjoyed by the crops they worked
on, and full formal separation was not observed in the
administration of the two companies' common office.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed the ALJ's decision. The Board noted that
Respondent discharged Pantoja's supervisor as well as Pantoja,
supporting Respondent's contention that the reason for the
discharge was their joint failure to follow the clear instruction
given to both the foreman and Pantoja by Gary Anthony that
Pantoja was to remain seated at all times. No evidence showed
any other motive for the Respondent to discharge foreman Denis.
There was no showing that any level of supervision above the crew
foreman became aware that the drivers who replaced Pantoja failed
to remain seated.
The Board noted that Respondent contended that the crew had quit,
yet failed to present any evidence to support its contention.
The evidence showed only that the thirteen employees acted as
strikers, in leaving the premises in support of their demands,
rather than remaining on the premises and either preventing the
employer from using them or engaging in job actions in support of
their demands. Respondent failed to come forward with any
evidence that the strikers intended to sever their employment.
Respondent concluded that the strike constituted a quit. Had
Respondent communicated its conclusion to the strikers, it would
have constituted a discharge for engaging in a protected strike.
Because Respondent concluded that the employees quit, it failed
to deal with the employees' attempt to return to work on the next
work day, which long established law recognizes as a sufficient
unconditional offer to return to work.
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Harlan Ranch Company

(UFW)
ALJ Decision

The complaint alleged that in November 1989 the Employer had
discharged Entelmo Santamaria and laid off Sergio Gonzales and
Gabriel Valdovines because of their protests about wages, their
treatment by supervisor John (Juan) cruz and other employment
issues. The ALJ found that the workers' support for each other
when they presented their grievances during meetings with
management personnel constituted protected concerted activity,
and that clearly management had knowledge of the activity.
The ALJ found the timing of the discharge and layoffs strongly
suggested a connection between the employees' terminations and
their complaints. All three men were let go at the same time,
and the dismissals occurred less than three weeks after the
workers confronted management with their grievances.
Further, no
employees had been laid off in 1988, the Employer's operations in
1988 and 1989 were about the same, and there was no showing that
the ranch was in worse financial shape in 1989 than in 1988.
The ALJ rejected the Employer's claim that Valdovines was laid
off for lack of work, since the work he was hired to do
(assisting Greg Harlan in the cattle operation) was just
beginning at the time he was laid off. The ALJ also rejected the
Employer's claim that Gonzales was laid off primarily for lack of
work, since Gonzales had performed a variety of jobs at the ranch
including forklift driving during the harvest, which was just
beginning at the time of the layoff. The ALJ concluded that
General Counsel had shown a causal connection between Valdovines
and Gonzales' protected concerted activity and their layoffs, and
that the Employer had not presented evidence sufficient to rebut
the prima facie case. She therefore concluded that Valdovines
and Gonzales' layoff violated section 1153(a) of the Agricultural
Labor Relations Act (ALRA or Act).
The ALJ believed the Employer had some concerns about
Santamaria's work, but did not believe the Employer was truly
dissatisfied since Santamaria received two pay raises in the
month prior to his discharge. The ALJ concluded that the
Employer may have had a mixed motive in discharging Santamaria,
but in conjunction with the layoffs of Valdovines and Gonzales
she was convinced that he would not have been discharged in the
absence of his protected concerted activity. Thus, she concluded
that his discharge violated section 1153(a) of the Act.
The ALJ also rejected the Employer's
B-10
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practice charge upon which the complaint was based was untimely
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(UFW)

Board Decision
The Board affirmed the rulings, findings and conclusions of the
ALJ and issued an Order requiring the Employer to reinstate the
three employees with backpay and to take other specified actions
to remedy its unfair labor practices.
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Ace Tomato Co., Inc.
(UFW)
Background

An election was conducted among Ace's agricultural employees
located in San Joaquin County on August 10, 1989. The amended
tally of votes showed that the UFW prevailed in the election by a
vote of 160 to 49, with 103 unresolved challenged ballots and
2 void ballots.
Ace filed 38 election objections.
The Executive
Secretary set 5 for hearing. The objections alleged that the UFW
and its agents had violated the Board's access rules and
conducted a campaign of violence, threats, intimidation and
coercion, thereby interfering with employee free choice; that the
Board, through its agents, had authorized unlawful work site
access, thereby interfering with free choice; and that the
Regional Director had incorrectly determined that the Employer
was at peak employment at the time the petition for certification
was filed.
The Executive Secretary also set for hearing the
question of whether the petition described the appropriate
bargaining unit, with instructions to consider a broader unit if
necessary.
IHE Decision
The IHE found that the UFW was not responsible for strike
activities at Ace until the afternoon of July 26, 1989, when
Efren Barajas addressed assembled Ace workers and told them the
Union would take over the strike if the workers agreed to follow
UFW rules of conduct. He found that the most unruly striker
behavior occurred on July 24, 1989, at Turner Ranch before the
UFW took over. There were about 30 to 50 strikers present that
day, and a few of them entered the field to a limited extent and
threw tomatoes. Although one woman might have been hit by a
tomato, the incident was isolated, the IHE concluded, and did not
affect the atmosphere of the election.
He found that the
strikers did not make serious threats, but simply urged the
workers to stop picking and join the strike, as many of them did.
The presence of deputy sheriffs for at least part of the time
would, he found, have had a calming effect.
As to subsequent incidents, the IHE found that Ace had not
established that strikers or union supporters were acting as
agents of the UFW in their strike-related activities.
Therefore,
in evaluating the strikers' conduct, he applied the NLRB and ALRB
test for third-party conduct: whether the conduct was so
aggravated that it created an atmosphere of fear or reprisal
making employee free choice impossible.
He found there were two
incidents of vans being pushed, but never any danger of them
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being pushed over; some incidents of strikers entering fields but
no field rushing and no threats by the trespassers; some
incidents of tires being punctured and a windshield and a car
window being cracked, but no evidence that strikers or Union
supporters caused the damage; and some shouting of profanity and
epithets from picket lines but no coercive threats. Comparing
the facts of this case to those in NLRB and ALRB cases where
elections had been set aside for striker misconduct, the IHE
found all of those cases distinguishable because they involved a
much more serious level of misconduct. He concluded that no
aggravated misconduct had occurred herein, and that Ace's
employees were able to exercise free choice in the election.
Regarding the Employer's peak objection, the IHE examined the
information available to the Regional Director and determined
that he had reasonably concluded that the Employer was at peak
employment during the eligibility period. The IHE dismissed the
Employer's objection alleging that Board
authorized
access, finding that the agents' order allowing access
was reasonable and correct. On the basis of test
that Ace
employees worked in a number of counties besides San Joaquin, the
IHE recommended that the Board certify a bargaining unit
consisting of all of Ace's agricultural employees in the State of
Cali
Board Decision
The Board upheld the IHE's findings regarding alleged striker
misconduct, and affirmed his conclusion that the conduct did not
tend to interfere with voter free choice. The Board emphasized
that the most serious misconduct was distant in t
from the
election, related to the strike, directed at supervisors, and not
disseminated to a significant number of eligible voters.
Although
found that Board agents should not have made their
own decision to overrule the Employer's objections to Union
access, the Board concluded that the authorization of access did
not tend to affect employee free choice. The
affirmed the
IHE's finding that the Regional Director had reasonably
determined the Employer to be at peak employment at the time of
the election. The Board overruled the IHE's recommendation that
a statewide unit be certified, because it found insufficient
evidence to justify certification of a
un
than the San
Joaquin County unit for which the UFW had petitioned. The Board
rejected Ace's contention that it was denied due process, finding
that the Employer had ample opportunity to call and examine
witnesses, and had not established actual
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Case No

Regional Director's Decision
In S & J Ranch, Inc. (1992) 18 ALRB No. 2, the
agents of the Employer had unlawfully
petition to decertify the Union. The Board
order which, inter alia, directed the Employer to s
mail and arrange for the reading of a Not
to
informing them of the specific unfair labor
by the Employer and of their rights under the ALRA.
On October 1, 1992, another petition was filed
decertification of the Union. After an investigation, the
Regional Director determined that the fact that
been unlawfully involved in the prior decertif
still permeated the work force to the
impact would be to deprive the employees of a
choice in an election until the Notice could be
the employees. Therefore, pursuant to Cattle Valley Farms
8 ALRB No. 24, the Regional Director blocked the election.
Employer appealed the Regional Director's blocking
the Board.

a

had

to

Board Decision
The Board concluded that an atmosphere permitt
the election would not have existed until after
been thoroughly informed of the Employer's unfa
and their own rights through the mailing,
the Notice to Employees in 18 ALRB No. 2. Thus,
that the Regional Director had acted properly in
election.
In upholding the Regional Director's
Board noted that after full compliance with
18 ALRB No. 2, there would be sufficient time during
Employer's peak employment period for the filing of a new
decertification petition and the holding of an
the current peak period.
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Case Nos. 90-CE-20-EC
90-CE-21-EC
90-CE-34-EC
90-CE-34-1-EC
90-CE-55-EC
90-CE-58-EC
90-CE-59-EC
90-CE-61-EC
90-CE-70-EC
90-CE-72-EC
90-CE-74-EC
90-CE-75-EC
90-CE-91-EC
90-CE-98-EC
90-CE-115-EC

OASIS RANCH MANAGEMENT, INC.
(UTAF, etc.)

Background
In early February of 1990, the Union de Trabajadores Agricolas
Fronterizos (UTAF) began an organizing campaign among the 18 to
25 steady workers employed by Oasis Ranch Management, Inc.
(Respondent). About 13 workers signed authorization cards and
UTAF filed an election petition on March 6, 1990. The petition
was dismissed on March 16 due to an inadequate showing of
support, since an appropriate unit also would have included
Respondent's harvest employees.
Upon learning of the organizing campaign, Respondent hired an
attorney and two labor consultants to assist in conducting an
anti-union campaign. The labor consultants were instructed to
ask the workers what kind of problems they had with their work,
which they did, and later reported their findings to Respondent's
ranch manager. Numerous unfair labor practices were alleged,
including interrogation by the labor consultants and various
threats and acts of retaliation by Respondent occurring both
prior to the dismissal of the election petition and for many
months thereafter.
The ALJ's Decision
The ALJ found that on three occasions on or about March 6 the
labor consultants unlawfully interrogated employees.
In the
first instance, the labor consultants asked why the workers
wanted a union.
In the second instance, the consultants claimed
to be from the state and offered to help resolve any problems
that the workers had.
In the third instance, the consultants
simply asked about problems they heard that the workers had with
Respondent. The ALJ concluded that the questioning was unlawful
because it was designed to ascertain the workers
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sympathies and constituted the solicitation of grievances with
the implied promise to correct them.
The ALJ also found that Foreman Enrique Estrada twice engaged in
unlawful interrogation. First, he asked Rigoberto Martinez if he
had signed the union petition and, second, he told Miguel
Rodriguez that Respondent knew Rodriguez was the union leader.
As with the interrogations discussed above, the ALJ concluded
that these two incidents reflected an effort to identify union
adherents.
Additionally, the ALJ found that Respondent made unlawful
promises of benefits while the election petition was pending,
discriminatorily altered its recall procedures in recalling Jose
Luis Estrada and, in retaliation for the workers' union
activities, ceased providing transportation to its general
laborers, isolated Oscar Salazar for several weeks, laid off
three employees on June 29, 1990, and failed to rehire Vidal
Lopez as an irrigator. The ALJ also found that Foreman Estrada
unlawfully ordered employees to stop organizing and threatened
adverse changes in working conditions if the union won.
Respondent did not except to these last two findings of the ALJ.
In addition to its exceptions to the findings of violations,
Respondent also excepted to the ALJ's refusal to exclude
witnesses who were charging parties and to various aspects of the
proposed remedy.
The Board's Decision
The Board first agreed with Respondent that the appropriate rule
is that set out by the NLRB in Sunnyvale Medical Clinic, Inc.
(1985) 277 NLRB 1217 (122 LRRM 1036], that all interrogation,
including that of employees who are not open and active union
supporters, should be examined in light of all the surrounding
circumstances to determine if the interrogation would tend to be
coercive. In applying this rule, the Board affirmed in part and
reversed in part the findings of the ALJ.
In the Board's view, the first instance of interrogation was
unlawful because the questioning was directly related to union
sympathies, was less than a day after the election petition was
filed, the labor consultants did not identify themselves, the
questioning was done in a rather formal manner, and the employee
questioned was not at that time an open and active union
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supporter. The second instance was also found unlawful because,
in addition to the factors listed above, the consultants
misrepresented that they were from the state and wanted to help
resolve any complaints the workers had. The Board found the
third instance to be within the bounds of legality because the
consultants merely asked what problems the workers had. However,
the Board cautioned that employers must take great care to ensure
that such questioning does not chill the exercise of protected
rights.
The Board found the inquiry of Martinez by Foreman
if he
had signed the union petition to be similar to the situation in
Sunnyvale Medical Clinic, Inc. because the inquiry was done in a
casual manner and Estrada assured Martinez that he would not be
included in upcoming layoffs. Again, the Board noted that this
was a close question and that in other circumstances, there is a
great risk that such inquiries would chill protected activity.
Though
Board did not find the statement to Rodriguez that the
knew he was the union leader to be factual
in
nature of interrogation, the Board nevertheless found the
statement unlawful because it created the
of
surveillance.
Even though Respondent did not except to the findings of unlawful
promises of wage increases, the Board reversed the ALJ's findings
because one of the promises was promptly rescinded and repudiated
(Passavant Memorial Area Hospital (1978) 237 NLRB 138 [98 LRRM
1492]) and the other "promise" was not factually supported by the
record.
Board contrasted this situation
violation which it
firmed, the layoff
March
12. The Board lauded Respondent
the six
with back pay
Respondent consulted
noted that the unlawful layoff was not
within the
standard.
The Board
the finding that Respondent discr
altered
procedures
recalling Jose Luis
found that
allegation, which
not
the
not fall
the
ly l
of
Sons (1978) 4 ALRB No. 86 because
ref
circumstances that would have
Respondent
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legality of the recall was at issue. The Board also concluded
that, even if there were no due process problems, the record was
insufficient to sustain a violation.
The Board reversed the finding that the cessation of
transportation was done in retaliation for protected activity.
The Board's conclusion was based primarily on its disagreement
that an inference of unlawful motive was raised because
Respondent's justification was based on shifting or after the
fact rationales. Contrary to the ALJ, the Board found no
significance in the fact that Respondent's answer did not reflect
its argument that continuing the transportation would have
violated state and federal safety laws because there is no
requirement that all defenses be articulated in an answer.
Moreover, Respondent's defense as expressed at the prehearing
conference, that it would show that the transportation was
against company policy for workers to ride without seat belts,
was not so inconsistent with its argument at hearing to
constitute shifting rationales.
The Board affirmed the ALJ's finding that Salazar was isolated in
retaliation for concerted activity in making a safety complaint.
Though the Board agreed with Respondent that it was improper to
draw an adverse inference from Respondent's failure to introduce
work records which the General Counsel also had possession, the
credited testimony of Salazar was sufficient to sustain the
allegation.
The Board reversed the finding that Respondent discriminatorily
laid off three employees on June 29, concluding that the evidence
was insufficient to establish a prima facie case. Unlike the
ALJ, the Board did not find Respondent's proffered justification
inherently implausible and put less emphasis on evidence of a
pattern of retaliatory actions.
The Board affirmed the finding that Vidal Lopez was unlawfully
denied irrigation work, rejecting Respondent's argument that the
record was insufficient to show that Lopez was actually denied
any irrigation work.
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The Board rejected Respondent's exception that it was prejudiced
by the ALJ's failure to exclude witnesses who were also charging
parties, finding no showing of actual prejudice nor abuse of
discretion.
In response to Respondent's exceptions with regard
to the proposed remedy, the Board limited the mailing period to
one year and the posting period to sixty days. However, the
Board rejected Respondent's arguments that mailing, posting and
educational remedies were not appropriate, and that the provision
of the remedy to all of Respondent's employees and the provision
of notices to all employees hired for one year would be overly
burdensome.
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18 ALRB
Case

Background
This case involves allegations, found
ALJ,
that D & H Farms, A Sole Proprietorship (
)
discriminatorily refused to rehire tractor
Marcelino
Padilla because his son Martin had filed an
practice
charge against Respondent. After receiving a
release
after an earlier back injury, Padilla was rehired on December 2,
1988, which was after the filing of his son's charge on September
22, 1988, but stopped working after 20-25 minutes due to
recurring back pain. The instant case
refusal to rehire him after he received a
release in October 1989.
The ALJ's Decision
The ALJ credited Padilla's testimony that he stopped working on
December 2, 1988 because of his back and rejected Respondent's
assertion that Padilla quit because he did not like the work and
was uncomfortable in the tractor. The ALJ thus rej
Respondent's assertion that it did not rehire Padilla because he
put Respondent in a pinch by quitting at a time when it was
critical to finish the work before the rainy season began. Since
he found Respondent's proffered justification to be unsupported
by the evidence, the ALJ concluded that it was
1, and
thus raised an inference that the failure to
lla was
motivated by his son's protected activity. The ALJ found that an
unlawful motive was also supported by testimony
1la that
supervisor Jack Shiyomura told him in March and
1 1990 that
he would not be rehired because he was
settlement of the unfair labor practice charge.
Padilla's testimony as to numerous attempts to be rehired between
October 6, 1989 and March 22, 1990, and finding that Respondent
hired some tractor drivers during that time, the ALJ concluded
that the General Counsel made the required showing
Padilla
applied for work at a time when work was available
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The Board's Decision
The Board reversed the finding of a violation, holding that the
evidence was insufficient to establish a prima facie case.
First, the Board disagreed with the ALJ that the rehiring of
Padilla on December 2, 1988 does not undermine the finding of
unlawful animus because the hiring was due only to threats from
Padilla's workers' compensation attorney. The Board questioned
why Respondent would not have been similarly motivated after
Padilla received his second medical release in October 1989.
Thus, the Board regarded the rehiring in 1988 as support for
Respondent's claim that it harbored no animus against Padilla due
to his son's protected activity.
While the Board agreed with the ALJ that Respondent was aware
that Padilla stopped working on December 2, 1988 due to back
pain, it did not regard this as sufficient to conclude that
Respondent's claim that Padilla quit due to a dislike of night
work was a pretext to hide animus based on the protected activity
of Padilla's son.
In the Board's view, Respondent's awareness of
Padilla's back trouble does not change the fact that Respondent
would be disturbed with Padilla for his inability to complete his
assigned work, thus creating the risk that rain would come before
the work was completed.
The Board also did not ascribe much significance to the comments
attributed to Shiyomura because they reflect nothing more than an
erroneous impression, the source of which is not established in
the record. The Board also relied on the fact that there was no
evidence that Shiyomura had any authority or input into hiring
decisions such that his mistaken perception could have affected
Padilla's rehiring. The record reflected no such comments or
perceptions on the part of the individual who did make the hiring
decisions.
Having concluded that the evidence presented was insufficient to
warrant an inference that the failure to rehire Padilla was due
to animus based on the protected activity of his son, the Board
found that the General Counsel failed to establish a prima facie
case.
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Case Nos. 84
8
-F
85-CE-48-D

Phillip D. Bertelsen, Inc.
dba Cove Ranch Management
(UFW)
Background

In its decision at 16 ALRB No. 11, the Board
Respondent failed to establish that the
were
unauthorized aliens and for that reason, the
found it
unnecessary to reach Respondent's defense that as a farm labor
contractor (FLC) under the federal Migrant and Seasonal Worker
Protection Act (MSPA), it was prohibited from employing
undocumented aliens not authorized to be employed in the United
states. The Court of Appeal reversed, finding that
parties'
stipulation that the discriminatees had none of the documents
listed in the MSPA regulations that would show
zed status
met Respondent's initial burden of establ
discriminatees were unauthorized aliens. The Court
the
case to the Board to make findings as to the
immigration status and to resolve all other questions necessary
for final disposition of the case.
The Board remanded the case for hearing on the issues.
parties stipulated that during the backpay period,
discriminatees were aliens not authorized to work
States. Thirteen of the 14 discriminatees
citizenship when the Immigration Reform and Control
superseded MSPA's ban on FLCs employing undocumented
that time, the discriminatees were offered
Respondent, ending the backpay period.

The

At

ALJ Decision
Based on his previous finding that the
was an
agricultural employer and not an FLC for purposes of MSPA, the
ALJ affirmed his earlier decision at 16 ALRB No. 11, awarding
backpay.
Board Decision
The Board concurred with the ALJ in finding that Respondent had
not established that it was an FLC as defined in MSPA. MSPA's
statutory definition of FLC excludes agricultural
layers, and
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its definition of agricultural employer includes farmers who
provide agricultural laborers to other farmers.
The principal
distinction between MSPA and its predecessor, the Farm Labor
Contractor Registration Act (FLCRA) was that FLCRA covered
agricultural employers as well as FLCs. In MSPA, Congress
recognized the main reason for a federal statute regulating FLCs
was their extreme mobility, which made them not amenable to
normal legal processes. This concern did not exist for
agricultural employers, who were forced by their responsibility
for growing crops to maintain a stable presence in the area of
their operations. The Ninth Circuit has held land managers like
Respondent to be agricultural employers within the meaning of
MSPA. The Board held that Respondent's land management functions
were significant enough that Respondent was an agricultural
employer and not an FLC under MSPA. The Board found that a
contrary advisory opinion attempted to continue the policy of
treating all providers of farm labor as FLCs, but that MSPA
itself was controlling. The Board also looked to section 521 of
MSPA, which directed that it shall not be used to defeat any
State legislation intended to be remedial of migrant and seasonal
farm workers' problems. The Board therefore rejected
Respondent's defense, and directed that the backpay and interest
be paid.
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18 ALRB No. 14
Case No. 91-CE-44-VI

CONAGRA TURKEY COMPANY
(UFW)
Background

This matter involves allegations that Conagra Turkey Company
(Respondent) violated section 1153, subdivisions (a), (c), and
(d) of the Agricultural Labor Relations Act (ALRA) by
disciplining three employees for engaging in conduct which was
protected by the Act. Respondent disciplined the three
individuals for allegedly harassing fellow employees while urging
them to join, support, or accept the assistance of, the United
Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO.
The ALJ's Decision
The ALJ first analyzed the case as an independent violation of
ALRA section 1153, subdivision (a) (interference with protected
activity). Under such an analysis, the General Counsel must
first show that the employees were engaging in protected
activity. The burden then shifts to the employer to demonstrate
that it's action was based on a good faith belief that misconduct
occurred.
Even if the employer meets that burden, the General
Counsel may still prevail by showing that no misconduct actually
occurred. Having first found that protected activity was
involved in the conversations on which the discipline of the
three individuals was based, the ALJ then examined and rejected
Respondent's claim that it had a good faith belief that
misconduct occurred. In so concluding, the ALJ found that the
conversations involved typical arguments used to persuade fellow
employees to support the union and credited testimony that no
threats of job loss or yelling took place. The ALJ also relied
on two other factors.
One, Respondent undertook no investigation
of the complaints against the three individuals nor gave them an
opportunity to give their side of the story before imposing
discipline and, two, Respondent invoked a work rule which was on
its face less appropriate and more severe than the rule which it
applied previously in similar circumstances.
Relying on the findings underlying his conclusion that Respondent
did not have a good faith belief that misconduct actually
occurred, the ALJ found the evidence sufficient to also establish
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that the disciplinary action was discriminatory, in violation of
section 1153, subdivisions (c) and (d).
The Board's Decision
The Board affirmed the findings and conclusions of the ALJ, with
the minor exception that it did not rely on the drawing of
adverse inferences for the failure of Respondent to call as
witnesses two of the employees who complained of harassment. The
Board's review of case law reflected that such inferences are
improper when witnesses are equally available to both parties.
The Board also stated that its decision should not be read to
discourage policies against harassment, but that here the conduct
at issue could not lawfully be the subject of disciplinary action
because it did not exceed the bounds of activity protected by the
ALRA. Additionally, the Board noted that applicable precedent
holds that, in the absence of substantial disruption of the
workplace, mere yelling or raising one's voice does not cause
otherwise protected conduct to lose such protection.
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18 ALRB No. 15
Case No 91-CE-74-SAL

Azteca Farms, Inc.
(Faustino Acevedo)
ALJ's Decision

The complaint alleged that the Employer had discharged Faustino
Acevedo and other members of his crew because they complained
about wages and working conditions. After the Employer failed to
file a timely answer to the complaint, General Counsel filed a
formal backpay specification and a notice of hearing.
Thereafter, General Counsel filed motions for default judgment on
the complaint and the specification. The ALJ thereafter issued
orders to show cause re the Employer's failure to answer the
complaint and backpay specification. The orders stated that
default judgment would be granted unless Respondent filed
proposed answers and a declaration establishing good cause for
its failure to file timely answers. The Employer thereafter
filed proposed answers to the complaint and specification in
which it denied all substantive allegations and asserted various
affirmative defenses. A declaration attached to the Employer's
proposed answer to the complaint alleged that Respondent's owner
speaks Spanish and very little English and does not read English,
and that he did not understand that a written answer to the
complaint was required within a certain time limit.
The ALJ on September 11, 1992, issued a decision in which he
granted General Counsel's motions for default. The ALJ found
that the complaint and specification had been properly served and
that the Employer had not established good cause for its failure
to answer.
He rejected the Employer's defense that owner Jaime
Cardenas neither speaks nor reads English, since Cardenas
acknowledged taking the complaint to William Abeytia, the
Employer's designated agent for service of process, who is fluent
in English.
Further, the ALJ found, the action was filed against
a California corporation, not an individual, and a corporation
may not assert a linguistic disability in defense or mitigation.
The ALJ rejected the Employer's argument that no prejudice
resulted from its failure to file a timely answer, noting that
valuable time and resources were expended in preparing, issuing
and serving the various motions and orders. He also cited
caselaw holding that lack of prejudice will not b~ taken into
account unless there is some excuse for the delay in question.
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Board's Decision
The Board affirmed the rulings, findings and conclusions of the
ALJ with some modifications, and issued an Order requiring the
Employer to reinstate the discriminatees with backpay and to take
other specified actions to remedy its unfair labor practices.
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18 ALRB No. 16
Case No. 90-CE-28-VI, et al.

GERAWAN RANCHES, et al.
IUAW, No. 2344
ALJ Decision

Following a full evidentiary hearing on unfair labor practice
allegations filed by several individuals and two unions, the
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) found that Respondent Gerawan
Ranches, et al. violated California Labor Code sections 1153
(a), (c) or (d) by the following acts: discharging five
employees in retaliation for having engaged in activities
protected by the Agricultural Labor Relations Act (ALRA or Act),
refusing to rehire one employee for the same reason, and
threatening employees if they engaged in union activities.
The ALJ also found that, following the representation election
conducted by the Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB or
Board) but prior to certification of the United Farm Workers of
America (UFW) , Respondent ceased providing employee housing
without notification to the designated bargaining representative
and an opportunity to bargain before implementing the changes in
terms and conditions of employment. Accordingly, the ALJ
invoked the long-settled "at your peril" doctrine which holds
that an employer who makes unilateral changes during the
pendency of objections to an election which the union appears to
have won does so at the risk of having the charges characterized
as violations of the duty to bargain should the union ultimately
be certified. The ALJ found that Respondent took that risk and
lost.
The Board, having since certified the UFW as the
exclusive representative of Respondent's agricultural employees,
affirmed.
Board Decision
The Board adopted the ALJ's findings and conclusions and his
recommended order which included reinstatement and backpay for
employees who were discharged or denied rehire for
discriminatory reasons. The order also provides that Respondent
will compensate those employees who lost housing during times
relevant herein as a result of the failure to bargain before
closing the housing facilities.
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19 ALRB No. 1
Case No. 92-CE-49-SAL

Scheid Vineyards and
Management Company
(UFW)
Background

Following an election in which the UFW was selected as the
exclusive representative of the Employer's agricultural
employees, the Employer filed an election objection alleging that
the election was not conducted when the Employer was at 50
percent of peak employment. The Board dismissed the objection
without a hearing, for failure to establish a prima facie case
that the Regional Director's peak determination was unreasonable.
After the Board issued a certification of the Union, the Employer
refused to bargain in order to test the certification by judicial
review.
Thereafter, General Counsel filed a complaint alleging
that the Employer had refused to recognize or bargain with the
Union, and seeking a makewhole remedy to make the Employer's
employees whole for economic losses suffered as a result of the
Employer's refusal to bargain.
The case came before the Board by a Stipulation and Statement of
Facts under which the parties agreed to waive their right to a
hearing.
Board Decision
The Board found that the Regional Director had made an adequate
investigation into the peak issue and had reasonably concluded
that the Employer was at more than 50 percent of its peak
employment at the time of the election. The Board also found
that the Employer had failed to make a prima facie showing
sufficient to require a hearing on its election objection, and
concluded that the objection had properly been dismissed. The
Board issued an Order requiring the Employer to meet and bargain
in good faith with the Union.
After analyzing the parties' arguments in light of the relevant
caselaw, the Board concluded that the Employer had not raised
important issues concerning whether the election was conducted in
a manner that truly protected employees' right of free choice,
and had not raised any novel legal issues that had not been
previously considered or ruled on by the Board. The Board
concluded that the Employer's litigation posture was not
reasonable within the meaning of J.R. Norton Co. v. ALRB (1979)
26 Cal.3d 1, and it therefore included a makewhole remedy in its
Order.
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19 ALRB No. 2
Case No. 92-CE-6-VI

Triple E Produce Corp.
(UFW)
Background

In its decision in Triple E Produce Corporation {1992) 18 ALRB
No. 15, the Board overruled Respondent's objections to the
election conducted by the Board among Respondent's agricultural
employees, and certified the UFW as representative of
Respondent's agricultural employees. On December 11, 1991, the
UFW requested that Respondent recognize and bargain with the UFW
pursuant to the Board's certification. The Employer declined to
bargain, advising the UFW on January 8, 1992 that it was refusing
to bargain to obtain a judicial review of the Board's
certification. The Regional Director issued a complaint
alleging the refusal to bargain pursuant to the Board's
certification violated section 1153 (e) of the Act.
The parties
entered into a stipulation of facts and agreed to submit the
legal issues to the Board.
The Board's Decision
The Board declined to reverse its earlier decision certifying the
UFW as collective bargaining representative of Respondent's
employees.
That one member of the Board had dissented in 18 ALRB
No. 15 did not make the case one presenting a close legal issue
under J. R. Norton, Inc. v. ALRB (1980) 26 Cal.3d 1 [160
Cal.Rptr. 710], nor did the !HE's decision finding merit in one
of Respondent's objections, a conclusion rejected by all Board
members taking part in 17 ALRB No. 15.
The Board noted that in its decision in 17 ALRB No. 15, it had
found incidents of gravel throwing and other misconduct bordering
on the level of misconduct that would warrant wetting aside an
election to present a close question as to whether the UFW should
be certified. The Board concluded that it could not find that
Respondent's raising this issue to be an unreasonable litigation
posture, and therefore found that under J.R. Norton, supra, an
award of makewhole would be inappropriate. The Board noted that
Respondent continued to press its contentions that the election
was invalid relying on evidence that was clearly insufficient or
discredited, and that such contentions bordered on being
frivolous.
The Board found that these arguments did not warrant
an award of makewhole because Respondent had presented issues
that did raise what it had viewed as a close legal question as to
the validity of the election.
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Orange County Nursery, Inc.
(San Joaquin Valley Workers
organizing Committee)

19 ALRB No. 3
Case No. 92-VI-2-RC

Background
Petitioner prevailed in tally of votes cast in election conducted
among employees at its Visalia, Norwalk, and Escondido nurseries.
Employer's objections that some of its employees not subject to
the Agricultural Labor Relations Act (ALRA) had been included in
the unit, and that it did not at the time the petition was filed
have half the work force that it could reasonably be expected to
employ at its upcoming peak in December 1992, were set for
hearing by the Board's Executive Secretary.
IHE Decision
The IHE found that the disputed employees were agricultural
employees under the Act, guided by section 3(f) of the Fair Labor
Standards Act. The IHE further found that the calculations made
by Regional personnel to determine peak and the Regional
Director's reliance on such calculations were reasonable.
She
found that the Regional Director reasonably projected a decrease
in the Employer's prospective peak for 1992. She further found
that the Employer failed to demonstrate either that the
methodology used was unreasonable or that the Regional Director
should have personally traveled from Visalia to Norwalk to
inspect all of the Employer's current sales invoices when the
Employer furnished incomplete and inconsistent information as to
sales for the current year.
The IHE recommended that the election be set aside because the
Regional Director's calculations were incorrect such that the
Employer was not at 50 per cent of the reasonably projected 1992
peak, as required under section 1156.4 of the ALRA, nor within
any margin of error the Board had previously found to be
consistent with a valid peak determination.
Board Decision
Only the Employer filed exceptions. The Board declined to take
up the several issues in the !HE's decision as to which the
Employer excepted. Acknowledging that it would not presently be
affected by the resolution of these issues, since the election
would be set aside in the absence of any exceptions from the
Union, the Employer urged the Board to take up its exceptions
both for the general guidance of the public and Board personnel
in dealing with these issues in the future, and because a
resolution by the Board of the other issues could potentially
help the parties by settling these issues in advance.
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The Board adopted the !HE's recommendation that the election be
set aside.
The Board declined to address the additional issues
raised by the Employer. Noting that several years could pass
before another election petition is filed, a decision rendered on
the facts as they existed in 1992 could become completely
inappropriate by the time another petition was filed, the Board
concluded that its severely limited resources did not allow it to
undertake what would amount to an advisory opinion whose future
applicability could not be established.
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San Joaquin Tomato Growers, Inc./
LCL Farms, Inc.

19 ALRB No. 4
Case No. 89-RC-4-VI

Background
An election was conducted among the agricultural employees of
San Joaquin Tomato Growers, Inc. (SJTG) and LCL Farms, Inc. (LCL)
on August 11, 1989. After two investigations by the Visalia
Regional Director and two Board decisions on challenged ballots,
a final tally of ballots showed that the UFW prevailed by a vote
of 100 to 23, with 65 unresolved challenged ballots and 10
unopened ballots.
SJTG and LCL filed objections to the election, two of which were
set for hearing. In Objection No. 1, it is alleged that the UFW,
through its agents, representatives or supporters engaged in a
campaign of violence, threats of violence, property damage, and
other forms of intimidation and coercion which interfered with
employees' free choice to the extent that the results of the
election should not be certified. In Objection No. 2, it is
alleged that LCL, not SJTG is the agricultural employer of the
employees in question.
IHE Decision
The IHE found no proof of UFW involvement in any misconduct,
concluding that all of the threats that were proven were made by
strikers or picketers who could not be deemed UFW agents. He
therefore applied the third party standard in evaluating the
evidence of misconduct. The IHE concluded that any threats that
were made were nonspecific, not widespread, not repeatedly made,
nor accompanied by any acts of force. Further, he found no
credible evidence of threats on the day of the election or on the
previous day. In comparing the misconduct that was proven with
that found sufficient in other cases to warrant overturning an
election, the IHE noted that here there was no throwing of
tomatoes, dirt clods, or rocks, no damage to vehicles, no moving
or shaking of vehicles, no assaults on labor consultants, no
threats to call the INS, and no threats of job loss for not
voting for the union. In addition, in comparing the facts of the
instant case with those found in Triple E Produce Corp. (1991)
17 ALRB No. 15, where the Board upheld the election, the IHE was
compelled to reach a similar result.
The IHE utilized many theories in concluding that the bargaining
obligation should attach to SJTG. First, he found LCL to be a
labor contractor, thereby making SJTG the employer under the
provisions of Labor Code section 1140.4, subdivision (c). He
also concluded that, even if LCL is a custom harvester, SJTG is
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the more stable entity that should be assigned the bargaining
obligation.
The IHE also recommended that SJTG and LCL be found
to be joint employers and they be found to be part of a single
integrated enterprise.
The IHE therefore recommend that the election be upheld and that
the UFW be certified as the exclusive representative of SJTG's
agricultural employees.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed the IHE's conclusion that the record does not
contain evidence of misconduct that is sufficient to warrant
setting aside the election. The Board agreed with the IHE that
the evidence, which established no more that several vague
threats unaccompanied by any acts of force, did not begin to
match the level of misconduct which the Board has previously
found to warrant invalidating an election.
In addition, the
Board noted that (1) the threats were directed at refusals to
join the strike and were not related to the election itself or
how employees should vote, and (2) most of the proffered evidence
consisted of uncorroborated hearsay which, pursuant to Regulation
20370, subdivision (d), is insufficient to support a finding.
The Board agreed with the IHE that LCL is a farm labor contractor
within the meaning of Labor Code section 1140.4, subdivision (c)
and that by operation of law SJTG is deemed to be the employer.
As the Board found it unnecessary to address any of the other
theories utilized by the IHE in finding SJTG to be the employer,
it did not adopt the IHE's findings and conclusions as to those
theories.
The Board found that LCL does not, in addition to
providing labor for a fee, provide additional services sufficient
to remove it from the reach of the statutory exclusion of labor
contractors. The Board found that, while LCL does assume some
risk of loss during the harvesting process and provides some
equipment, these characteristics were of lesser significance than
the factors (such as the provision of specialized equipment or
management, hauling or packing services) the Board has previously
identified as justifying custom harvester status.
Therefore, the Board upheld the results of the election and
certified the UFW as the exclusive collective bargaining
representative of SJTG's agricultural employees in San Joaquin
and Stanislaus Counties.
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19 ALRB No. 5
Case No. 93-RC-2-SAL

Silver Terrace Nurseries, Inc.
(United Farm Workers)
Background

The Employer operates floral nurseries with locations in
Pescadero and South San Francisco, California. On March 11,
1993, the United Farm Workers filed a petition to represent the
employees at both locations, and on March 18, 1993, the Board's
Salinas Regional Office conducted an election among the
employees at both locations. The Board's regulations require
that election objections be filed with the Board's Executive
Secretary in Sacramento by the fifth day after the election, not
counting any intervening Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, and
that service may be accomplished by physical delivery, or by
certified or registered by the last day of the objections filing
period.
If mail is used, compliance with the filing requirement
is established by postmark. Objections may be filed by fax,
provided that special conditions spelled out in the Board's
regulations are complied with. Objections filed by any of these
means must be supported by simultaneously filed declarations or
documents, all other parties must be served, and specified
numbers of copies must be filed with the Executive Secretary.
In this case, objections were due to be filed with the Board's
Executive Secretary by March 25, 1993. No objections were
received by the Executive Secretary until March 30, when a faxed
set of objections and a cover letter were received, followed by a
mailed original of these documents with a postmark showing
March 30. No declaratory documentary support was filed with the
objections, and no other parties were served.
The Employer had also faxed a copy of its objections to the
Regional Office on March 25, but without declaratory or
documentary support, and without service on the other parties or
compliance with the requirements for service by fax.
The Executive Secretary dismissed the objections on April 1,
1993, because they were untimely filed, without declaratory
support, and not in compliance with the service and filing
requirements of the Board's regulations.
The Employer's request for review contended that the failure to
comply with the filing and service requirements was excusable
clerical error, and that the issues raised by the objections
went primarily to jurisdictional issues, which can be raised at
any point in the proceedings.
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Board Decision
The Board affirmed the Executive Secretary's dismissal of the
objections. The Board applied the postmark rule set forth in
its regulations to determine timely filing of the objections,
noting that it has consistently followed the postmark rule.
The
Board noted that the NLRB has recently adopted the postmark rule
to determine timeliness of filing of objections. The Board
found that the excuses offered by the Employer for noncompliance inadequate, particularly in view of the repeated
failure to comply with the regulations in a way that would have
prevented the Executive Secretary from processing the objections
in a timely way, even if the late filing had been accepted.
The Board noted that the copy of the objections that had been
faxed to the Regional Office within the objections filing period
failed to comply with the Board's regulation allowing facsimile
filing of documents, and that the copy of the objections filed
with th~ Region had no declaratory or documentary support and was
not served on any other party. The Board declined to treat this
as compliance with the filing requirements for objections,
particularly since the regional offices have no authority or
responsibility to deal with objections under the Board's
regulations.
The Board noted that to the extent that the Employer wished to
raise jurisdictional issues, it could still do so in the
challenged ballot procedure, since all voters had been
challenged, and the investigation was ongoing.
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Background
Following an election in which Teamsters Local 890 was selected
as the exclusive representative of the Employer's agricultural
employees, the Employer filed election objections alleging that
the election was conducted when the Employer was not at 50
percent of peak employment, that the Regional Director's peak
determination was unreasonable, and that an agent of the Board
had engaged in misconduct which affected the results of the
election. The Executive Secretary dismissed all of the Employer's
objections for failure to state prima facie grounds for setting
aside the election. Thereafter, the Employer filed a request for
review of the Executive Secretary's order dismissing its
objections.
Board Decision
Neither the Employer's request for review nor its statement of
facts and law in support thereof contained any argument regarding
alleged Board agent misconduct. Therefore, the Board determined
that the Employer's request for review was limited to the issue
of peak.
Since the Employer was contending that its 1993 peak would occur
later in the year (prospective peak), the Board found that the
Executive Secretary had correctly stated the test for reviewing
the Regional Director's peak determination: whether the peak
determination was reasonable in light of the information
available at the time of the investigation. The Board found that
the Regional Director had accurately determined that the Employer
would farm 135 acres in 1993 rather than the 160 acres it
claimed. The Board also found that the Regional Director had
acted reasonably in comparing other farming operations and
averaging their employment needs to arrive at a fair estimate of
Riverside's peak employment needs. Finding that the Regional
Director had reasonably determined the Employer to be at 50
percent of peak at the time of the election, the Board upheld the
Executive Secretary's dismissal of the Employer's election
objections.
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WALTER H. JENSEN CATTLE
COMPANY, INC.
(TEAMSTERS LOCAL 517)
Background

The employer, Walter H. Jensen Cattle Company, Inc. (Employer),
filed exceptions to a Challenged Ballot Report issued by the
Visalia Regional Director (RD) on April 21, 1993.
In his report,
the RD briefly described the results of the pre-election
investigation that led to the conclusion that the appropriate
bargaining unit consisted of only the employees at what is known
as the Employer's Traver facility in Kingsburg.
Consequently,
the employees at another facility in Kingsburg voted challenged
ballots because they did not appear on the eligibility list.
The
employees at the Employer's Merced facility did not receive
notice of the election and did not attempt to vote.
Since the same issues that must be decided in the challenged
ballot case were involved in the election objections case which
had already been set for hearing, the RD recommended that the
challenged ballots be held in abeyance pending the resolution of
the unit issues in the election objections case.
The Employer
did not contest the propriety of the RD's recommendation to hold
the challenged ballots in abeyance, but filed objections to the
Challenged Ballot Report in order to express disagreement with
conclusions concerning the appropriate bargaining unit that
appear in the RD's report.
The Employer also claimed that the RD
used an incorrect name in his report. The RD referred to the
Employer as "Walter H. Jensen Dairy and Cattle Company, Inc.,"
while the Employer insists that its proper name is "Walter H.
Jensen Cattle Company, Inc."
The Board's Decision
I

The Board affirmed the RD's decision to hold the challenged
ballots in abeyance pending the outcome of the election
objections case.
The Board pointed out that the operative
portion of the RD's report is the recommendation to hold the
challenges in abeyance and that is what is affirmed by its
decision.
The Board noted that all of the issues concerning the
appropriate bargaining unit should be fully litigated in the
election objections case and the decision in that case will in
all likelihood dictate whether the challenged ballots should be
opened and counted.
In addition, the Board noted that a search
of records at the Office of the Secretary of State confirmed that
the Employer is correct in its assertion with regard to its
proper name.
Therefore, the name was corrected.
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Background
On May 7, 1992, the Acting Executive Secretary issued a
certification of Fresh Fruit & Vegetable Workers (FFVW) as the
representative of the agricultural employees of Leminor, Inc.,
Sequoia Orange Co., Inc., et al. On August 7, 1992, Leminor,
Inc. filed a petition to amend the certification pursuant to
section 20385 of the Board's Regulations to list only Leminor,
Inc. as the Employer and none of the other listed entities.
On April 15, 1993, the Regional Director (RD) issued a report and
recommendation that the Employer's petition be dismissed. The RD
noted that the identity of the employing entity had been
determined on the basis of substantial documentation previously
provided by the various entities. The RD attached an appendix to
his report demonstrating that the various entities shared common
officers, directors, supervisors and management and shared common
office facilities.
The RD also noted that section 20385 of the
Board's Regulations provides that a petition seeking unit
clarification may be filed to resolve questions of unit
composition which were left unresolved at the time of the
certification or questions raised by changed circumstances.
Since Leminor's petition set forth no such unresolved questions
or changed circumstances, the RD concluded that Leminor's
objection did not fall within the purview of section 20385, but
should have been raised as an objection to the conduct of the
election pursuant to section 20365 of the Regulations. The RD
therefore recommended that the petition to amend the
certification be dismissed.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed the RD's conclusion that since Leminor was not
seeking to resolve a question of unit composition and had not
alleged any change in circumstances since the May 7, 1992
certification, it was inappropriate for Leminor to seek amendment
of the certification under section 20385 of the Regulations. The
Board concluded that Leminor was simply seeking to reargue an
employer identity issue that had already been resolved, and which
it could have raised, but failed to raise, in its election
objections. The Board therefore adopted the RD's recommendation
and dismissed Leminor's petition to amend the certification.
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19 ALRB No. 9
Case Nos. 86-CE-86-SAL
88-CE-6-SAL

Certified Egg Farms and
Olson Farms, Inc. (General
Teamsters, Local 890)
Background

In its decision in the liability phase of this case, 16 ALRB No.
7, the Board found that Respondent had violated section 1153(e)
and (a) by withdrawing recognition from the Union and failing to
adhere to the terms of employment established by the collective
bargaining agreement with the Union. These failures to adhere
to the contract's terms included, inter alia, refusing to
process grievances of five employees who had been laid off. The
Board ordered Respondent to process their grievances and to make
them whole for any losses suffered as a result of Respondent's
refusal to process the grievances from 1986 through 1990. The
Board further ordered Respondent to make whole the bargaining
unit employees for their losses in pay resulting from the failure
to negotiate a new collective bargaining agreement.
Respondent complied with the Board's order in other respects,
including the processing of the grievances. This resulted in
arbitration awards finding five of the six employees had been
laid off in violation of the terms of the contract. The General
Counsel and Respondent were unable to agree on the amount of
backpay due the five discriminatees, and the amount of makewhole
to be paid as a result of Respondent's failure to negotiate a
new contract following the expiration of the old agreement.
General Counsel issued a specification setting forth the amount
of backpay it alleged the six employees were owed, and the amount
of makewhole due. Respondent did not dispute the gross amounts
of backpay alleged in the specification.
Administrative Law Judge's Decision
The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) found that makewhole period
alleged in the specification true, since Respondent had only
generally denied it, and not provided any basis for an
alternative in its answer, as required under the Board's
regulations. Respondent sought to compel production of, and to
introduce the claimants' tax returns and forms filed for
unemployment compensation. The ALJ ruled that these documents
were privileged, and that therefore, Respondent's failure to
receive requested subpoenas duces tecum for the production of
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such records before the hearing was not prejudicial. While the
evidence showed that some of the claimants had used more than one
social security number before the backpay period, there was no
evidence that any of them had used numbers other than those as to
which the Board had obtained earnings reports from government
agencies and which had been conceded in the specification
as interim earnings. The ALJ therefore found that the net
backpay alleged in the specification to be true.
The ALJ further found the makewhole formula in the specification
reasonable, and awarded the resulting makewhole amount to the
five claimants.
Board Decision
Respondent contended that it was prejudiced in presenting
interim earnings because the Regional Office had not requested
earnings reports for the claimants under other social security
numbers they had used before the backpay period, and by its
failure to receive subpoenas duces tecum to request production of
tax returns for the backpay period. Respondent also contended
that any claimant who had used more than one social security
number should be barred from receiving backpay.
The Board adopted the ALJ's decision, agreeing with her that
Respondent suffered no prejudice because the documentation it
would have sought through the subpoena duces tecum was either
produced or privileged. The Board further found that there was
no evidence that the claimants had used any social security
number other than those used by the Regional Office to request
interim earnings reports. The Board also concluded that the
employees' use of varying social security numbers prior to the
backpay period was irrelevant to the computation of backpay.
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Cardinal Distributing Co., Inc.,
et al. (United Farm Workers)'

19 ALRB No. 10
Case No. 91-CE-76-EC

Background
Respondent had bargained with Charging Party Union toward a
collective bargaining agreement (pursuant to a court order) until
early 1989, when Respondent notified the Union that Respondent no
longer recognized Union as collective bargaining representative
of its agricultural employees. On December 31, 1989, Respondent
sold all of its agricultural operations to a new company, Crown
Hill, which on the same date also acquired the agricultural
operations of Karahadian Ranch. Respondent gave the Union no
notice of the sale. w~en the Union demanded bargaining in
August, 1990, Respondent replied that it continued to withhold
recognition from the Union, without indicating that it no longer
operated as an agricultural employer.
The Union filed charges alleging that Respondent had engaged in
various unfair labor practices, which were ultimately dismissed
by the General Counsel on the ground that Respondent had not
employed agricultural employees in the six months preceding the
filing of the charges. The Union first got notice that Cardinal
had sold its agricultural operations in the General Counsel's
letter dismissing its refusal to bargain charge. The Union then
filed this charge within 6 months of the first date it had notice
of the sale.
Administrative Law Judge's Decision
The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) rejected Respondent's
contention that the complaint, alleging failure to give the Union
notice of and opportunity to bargain over the effects of the sale
of Respondent's agricultural operations, was barred by the
statute of limitations and that Respondent had effectively
withdrawn recognition of the Union before the statute of
limitations period. The ALJ credited the Union's testimony that
it had not been advised of the sale, in particular because
Respondent's witness' memorandum of the conversation did not
reflect that the sale had been mentioned in the conversation.
The ALJ found that Respondent had failed to give notice of the
decision to sell, and that the Union did not have constructive
notice of the sale from the employees it contacted. The ALJ
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found that while Respondent contended that the sale had no
adverse impact on the Cardinal employees, the absence of effects
was irrelevant to the Transmarine remedy's applicability. The
ALJ granted the remedy, which provided a minimum of two week's
backpay for all employees working for Cardinal at the time of the
sale to compensate the Union for its lost bargaining power.
Board Decision
The Board adopted the decision of the ALJ, rejecting Respondent's
contentions that it had effectively withdrawn recognition from
the Union, that the charge was untimely filed, and that the Union
had abandoned the bargaining unit. However, the Board found that
Respondent's unrebutted testimony showed that Cardinal's
agricultural employees had been hired without any loss of work at
the same or better rates of pay, and with recognition of
seniority while at cardinal. The Board found that in these
circumstances, the two week minimum backpay provision of the
Transmarine remedy was not appropriate, but directed that
Respondent bargain with the Union concerning the effects of the
sale, in accordance with the Transmarine order's terms, less any
minimum backpay provision.
Dissent
Member Frick finds the evidence failed to show any effects
arising from the sale of Cardinal's assets to Crown Hill, and
therefore would not provide the Transmarine remedy.
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19 ALRB No. 11
92-RD-4-VI

CONAGRA TURKEY COMPANY
(UFW)
Background

On March 23, 1993, the Acting Executive Secretary issued an
Order Transferring Matter to the Board With Recommendation to
Invalidate Election. The matter had been pending before the
Executive Secretary for the screening of election objections
filed by Conagra Turkey Co. (Employer). A revised tally of
ballots in the underlying decertification election showed 21
votes for the United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW), 19
votes for "no union," and one remaining challenged ballot. The
Acting Executive Secretary's order recommended that the Board
invalidate the election on the theory that it should have been
blocked by an outstanding complaint against the Employer for
allegedly disciplining several UFW activists for engaging in
protected activity. That complaint later went to hearing and
resulted in a Board decision finding the Employer liable for the
charged violation (Conagra Turkey Co. (1992) 18 ALRB No. 14).
Board Decision
The Board declined to address the blocking issue, noting that
there is no provision for review of a regional director's
decision not to block an election and that such a decision is
final. Instead, a party who is allegedly aggrieved by conduct
which a regional director found insufficient to block the
election may file election objections alleging that the conduct
indeed interfered with employee free choice. Here, the UFW did
not file election objections addressing the conduct in question,
and withdrew objections that it has previously filed. Thus, the
Board observed, the UFW expressed a preference for accepting the
results of the election, in which it prevailed, subject to the
Employer's objections. The Board further stated that it may be
appropriate to raise sua sponte issues of misconduct or other
occurrences which might have affected the results or integrity
of an election in extraordinary circumstances where failure to
do so would create a result which is manifestly contrary to the
policies underlying the Agricultural Labor Relations Act.
However, the Board found no such circumstances appearing in this
case. Therefore, the Board remanded the case to the Executive
Secretary to process the Employer's election objections.
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Background
Silver Terrace Nurseries, Inc. (Employer) conducts floral
nursery operations at two non-contiguous sites, Pescadero and
South San Francisco. On March 18, 1993, an election was
conducted at both locations. All 78 voters in the election were
challenged by the Employer as being non-agricultural employees.
On June 17, 1993, the Salinas Regional Director (RD) issued his
Report on Challenged Ballots, in which he found that, at least
as to the Pescadero site, the Employer's employees were
agricultural employees. He recommended that all Pescadero
challenges be overruled and those votes counted, as the vote at
Pescadero could well be outcome determinative.
The Employer filed exceptions, asserting that the matter should
be held in abeyance until the National
Re
Board
(NLRB) had resolved the same representation
a case
pending before the national board. The Employer argued that the
Pescadero ballots should not be
1
appropriate
scope of the bargaining unit was determined. The Employer also
asserted that its employees were subject
the jurisdiction of
the NLRB.
Board Decision
The Board concluded that the Employer's employees at both the
Pescadero and South San Francisco sites were engaged in primary
and secondary agriculture, and were thus subject to the Board's
jurisdiction. The Board found that the employees at the two
sites performed identical work with common supervision and
similar wages and benefits, and concluded that a single unit was
appropriate. The Board directed the RD to open and tally all
ballots cast at both sites, but to keep the ballots of each site
separate in case any party later filed a unit clarification
petition.
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19 ALRB No. 13
Case Nos. 92-CE-28-VI
92-CE-29-VI
92-CE-36-VI
92-CE-37-VI

MICHAEL HAT FARMING CO.
(UFW)

Background
On March 2, 1993, Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Arie Schoorl
issued a decision in which he found that Michael Hat Farming
Company (Hat) violated section 1153, subdivision (a) of the
Agricultural Labor Relations Act (ALRA) by engaging in
surveillance of employees engaged in a demonstration outside
Hat's property. While the ALJ found that Hat had a right to
photograph those who were trespassing on his property, the
taking of video and still pictures of those on public property
he found to be unlawful. The ALJ dismissed numerous other
allegations, concluding that the evidence was insufficient to
sustain them.
Both the United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW) and the
General Counsel filed exceptions taking issue with the ALJ's
failure to find that Hat was successor employer having an
obligation to bargain with the UFW. They filed no exceptions
with regard to his dismissal of the other allegations. Hat
filed no exceptions to the finding of the surveillance
violation.
Board Decision
The Agricultural Labor Relations Board (Board) affirmed the
ALJ's findings of fact and conclusions of law and adopted his
recommended order. However, the Board found it necessary to
provide several clarifications in the analysis applied to the
successorship issue. First, the Board held that it was not
necessary that the previous owner of the ranch have been a joint
employer with the former land management company which had held
the bargaining obligation. Rather than examining whether Hat
had purchased or otherwise assumed a legal interest from the
predecessor employer, the Board found it more appropriate to
examine who took over the function of the predecessor. In this
case, Hat both purchased the ownership interest in the ranch and
assumed the function of the land management company by operating
the ranch himself. Thus, the Board concluded that the lack of
joint employer status between the former owner and land
management company did not preclude finding Hat to be a
successor to the bargaining obligation. The Board nonetheless
affirmed the ALJ's conclusion that under traditional
successorship principles Hat did not succeed to the bargaining
obligation.
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The Board also held that its decision in Highland Ranch and San
Clemente Ranch Ltd. (1979) 5 ALRB No. 54 (affd. (1981) 29 Cal.3d
874), which may be read to stand for the proposition that
successorship may be found under the ALRA even without the
hiring of a majority of the former workforce, did not dispense
with the need for some substantial workforce continuity. Thus,
the Board concluded that in the instant case the lack of any
workforce continuity precludes finding Hat to be a successor
employer.
The Board also found that some of the changes in operations
relied on by the ALJ in concluding that there was little or no
continuity of operations after Hat took over the ranch should
not be given much weight because their effect on employees and
their working conditions was not significant.
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SUMA FRUIT INT'L. (USA), INC.
and CHOICE FARMS, INC.
(UFW)

19 ALRB No. 14
Case No. 92-CE-39-VI

The ALJ's Decision
on June 2, 1993, Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Barbara D. Moore
issued a decision in which she found that suma Fruit
International (USA), Inc. and Choice Farms, Inc. (Suma) violated
the Agricultural Labor Relations Act. The ALJ concluded that
the Juan Magana crew was chosen to be laid off on July 31, 1992
due to the presence of the UFW among the crew on that same
morning. She also concluded that the crew was discriminatorily
refused rehire. The ALJ based these conclusions, inter alia, on
her findings that the layoff followed shortly after the
protected activity on the morning of July 31, that Suma
witnesses who testified that the Magana crew was chosen for
layoff because it produced the poorest quality of work were not
credible, and that the number of new hires after the layoff
warranted the recall of a crew. In addition, the ALJ found that
the crew's break time was unlawfully changed on the morning of
July 31 in order to prevent the UFW from again talking to crew
members that day, even though the UFW did not yet have a legal
right to access because it had not filed a Notice of Intent to
Take Access (NA).
Board Decision
The Board dismissed the discriminatory layoff allegation
because, while Suma witnesses may have provided exaggerated
testimony to support selecting the Magana crew for layoff, there
was insufficient reason to disbelieve their consistent testimony
that the decision was in any event made before the protected
activity that allegedly motivated it. The Board also found that
there was some evidence of a difference in pack quality, albeit
small, that would explain why the Magana crew was chosen for
layoff.
The Board also dismissed the refusal to rehire allegation
because, inter alia, it found no evidence to show that a crew
should have been recalled. The 107 figure for new hires used by
the ALJ did not account for turnover and failed to reflect that
the numbers of people working on the days after the layoff of
the Magana crew were significantly less than at the time of the
layoff.
Finding the present situation distinguishable from Tex-Cal Land
Management, Inc. (1977) 3 ALRB No. 13, the Board concluded that
Suma may not be found to have interfered with access since no
right of access had yet arisen.
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19 ALRB No. 15
Case Nos. 91-CL-5-EC(SD)
91-CL-5-1-EC(SD)
91-CL-1-VI

ALJ Decision
The ALJ found that on numerous occasions during 1991, the United
Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW) engaged in unlawful
secondary boycott activities by picketing markets owned and
operated by Vons Companies, Inc. (Vons),
of section
1154(d) of the Agricultural Labor Relations Act (ALRA). The ALJ
found that the purpose of the boycott,
sidewalk
picketing and leafletting of customers
ide
parking lots, was to get Vons to stop advertis
California table grapes treated with pesticides which
caused harm to farm workers and consumers. The ALJ concluded
that the UFW's conduct constituted an illegal secondary boycott
because the UFW's primary dispute was with California table
grape growers, not with Vons; the UFW's
was aimed at
inducing customers not to patronize the neutral
, Vons,
rather than not to buy the primary employer's product (grapes),
and thus threatened, coerced or restrained Vons; and the UFW's
conduct was not protected by any of the four "provisos" of
section 1154(d) which permit picketing and other forms of
publicity under certain circumstances not applicable herein.
The ALJ found that the UFW did not engage in recognitional
picketing in violation of Labor Code section 1154(h) because,
although the UFW may have had an ultimate goal of obtaining
collective bargaining agreements with growers,
not have
an immediate recognitional object in
demonstrations at Vons. The ALJ a
cone
that the Order
prohibiting secondary picketing should not extend to third
parties who participated in demonstrations against Vons but
acted independently rather than as agents of the UFW.
The ALJ held that, under the authority of United Farm Workers of
America, AFL-CIO (The Careau Group dba Egg City) (1989) 15 ALRB
No. 10, damages against the UFW could
sought
neutral party injured as a
the il
1
boycott.
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Board Decision
The Board affirmed the ALJ's conclusion that UFW supporters
engaged in unlawful secondary picketing when they stood or
walked back and forth along sidewalks in front of Vons stores,
carried banners, flags and signs, and chanted slogans. The
Board also affirmed the ALJ's finding that the parking lot
conduct which involved the wearing of placards, speaking to
store customers, distribution of leaflets, and patrolling by
handbillers who walked up and down the parking lot aisles and
vigorously approached store customers with their leaflets
constituted picketing. The Board concluded that the handbilling
was so integral to the overall picketing activity that it could
not be perceived or considered as a separate activity of
peaceful handbilling within the meaning of DeBartolo Corp. v.
Bldg. & Constr. Trades (1988) 485 u.s. 568 [128 LRRM 2001.]
The Board affirmed the ALJ's conclusion that the UFW did not
engage in recognitional picketing in violation of section
1154(h). The Board also affirmed the ALJ's conclusion that
groups or individuals who demonstrated against Vons' practices
without becoming agents of the UFW should not be subject to the
Board's Order.
The Board affirmed the ALJ's conclusion that damages are
awardable against parties found to be in violation of section
1154(d). However, the Board concluded that any person (not just
neutral employers) injured in his or her business or property by
reason of the unlawful conduct could seek compensatory damages.
Concurrence and Dissent
Member Frick concurred with the majority on all findings and
conclusions, with two exceptions. One, Member Frick would find
that at many of the sites where UFW demonstrators appeared, the
only activity consisted of a small group of people roaming
throughout the parking lot in no definite pattern who approached
customers to hand them leaflets and ask them not to shop at
Vons.
In her view, this activity may be characterized only as
handbilling and do not include conduct, such as patrolling, that
would allow the activity to be considered picketing, and thus
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subject to regulation. Two, Member Frick would find that the
UFW's picketing had an unlawful recognitional objective because
the demand to stop using pesticides on table grapes was of a
highly general nature that would be difficult to meet without
bargaining and there were other indications in the record that
the UFW sought to obtain agreements with grape growers as a
result of the boycott.
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Case No. 91-CE-62-VI

ALJ Decision
on September 15, 1993, Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) James
Wolpman issued a decision in which he found that Giannini
Packing Corp. (Giannini) unlawfully refused to rehire Manuel
Leal because of his union and other protected activity. The ALJ
found a causal connection between the refusal to rehire and
Leal's protected activity based on several factors, including
failure to adhere to established reemployment practices and
giving false and shifting rationales for the refusal to rehire.
The ALJ did not order reinstatement and terminated back pay as
of January 6, 1993, the date on which he found that Giannini had
a good faith basis for doubting Leal's ability to perform the
work available. The General Counsel timely filed exceptions to
the failure to order reinstatement and the termination of back
pay on January 6.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed the decision of the ALJ, but modified the
proposed remedy to reflect a backpay cut off date of June 30,
1993. The Board rejected the General Counsel's argument that
back pay and reinstatement rights should not have been
terminated because the record reflects that Leal has been doing
similar work for another employer and is therefore able to
perform the work at Giannini. The Board observed that the fact
that Leal has done similar work elsewhere does not go to the
issue of the labor contractor's state of mind, which was
properly the focus of the ALJ's analysis, and does not mean that
doing such work was medically advisable or that he was not
partially disabled.
However, the Board found that January 6, 1993, the evaluation
date reflected in the report of the Agreed Medical Examiner,
which was prepared in conjunction with Leal's Worker's
Compensation claims, was not the appropriate date on which to
terminate back pay. The Board found no evidence in the record
to indicate that, prior to the hearing, the labor contractor was
made aware of this report or of the subsequent settlement offer
sent by the insurance carrier to Leal's Worker's Compensation
attorney.
Instead, the Board cut off backpay on June 30, 1993,
the date of the testimony of expert witness John Powell, who
concluded that Leal was a qualified injured worker who should be
provided rehabilitation services rather than returning to his
usual occupation, which would subject him to a strong likelihood
of re-injury. The Board noted that this finding would in no way
prevent Giannini from attempting to demonstrate in compliance
that Leal was in fact disabled or otherwise unavailable for work
during any period prior to June 30, 1993.
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Background
Following an election in which the Teamsters Union, Local 517
(Union), was selected as the exclusive representative of the
agricultural employees of G H & G Zysling Dairy (Zysling or
Employer), the Employer filed fourteen election objections. In
a ruling issued October 19, 1993, the Board's Executive
Secretary set some of the objections for hearing and partially
dismissed others.
The Employer requested review of the Executive Secretary's
dismissal of the issues of whether Valley Farm Service was a
joint employer with Respondent and whether Board agent
misconduct or coercive conduct by Union representatives affected
the results of the election.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed the Executive Secretary's dismissal of the
joint employer issue. Although the Employer's declaration
stated that Zysling supervised Valley Farm Service's maintenance
employees when they were working on the Employer's property, the
Board affirmed the Executive Secretary's finding that the
Employer failed to show that the two employers shared or codetermined those matters governing essential terms and
conditions of employment, and thus failed to present a prima
facie case on the joint employer issue.
The Board also affirmed the Executive Secretary's finding that
the Employer failed to present adequate declaratory support for
its allegations of voter disenfranchisement, improper
electioneering and coercive conduct. Citing court precedent,
the Board dismissed the Employer's argument that the cumulative
effect of the alleged misconduct should be considered even if
the incidents were not individually coercive or unlawful.
The Board affirmed the Executive Secretary's decl
to
consider facts alleged in a declaration which was based entirely
on hearsay. The Board affirmed the Executive Secretary's ruling
that Board regulations provide that objections must be supported
by declarations stating facts within the personal knowledge of
the declarant, and require dismissal of objections not so
supported.
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19 ALRB No. 18
Case No. 92-CE-4-VI

M. Curti & Sons
(Conrado Davalos)
Background

From November, 1991 until his discharge on January 15, 1992,
Conrado Davalos solicited employees to seek representation by
Local 18, Dairy Employees, CLA. In the weeks preceding his
discharge, Davalos, who was employed at Respondent's Dairy No. 2,
solicited employees at Dairy No. 1. No employees at Dairy No. 2
other than Davalos and the other "cow pusher" had occasion to
visit Dairy No. 1.
On January 6, 1992, cows escaped from an unsecured gate. Davalos
would have been the last person to close it. A month prior to
his discharge, Davalos had a minor accident driving his own car.
The day before Davalos' discharge Respondent told employees that
Respondent would withdraw benefits if they selected a union and
that Respondent was aware an employee from Dairy No. 2 was trying
to get the employees at Dairy No. 1 interested in a union.
ALJ's Decision
The ALJ found Respondent discharged Davalos because of his union
solicitation, and not because of the cow escape and the accident.
The ALJ held that the timing of the decision to discharge
Davalos, the same day that it threatened employees with loss of
benefits if they selected a union, and circumstances showing
Respondent's knowledge of Davalos' activities, established a
nexus between Davalos' discharge and his union solicitation. The
ALJ also invoked the small plant doctrine to infer employer
knowledge of Davalos' union activities.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed, and added that Respondent's failure to inquire about another cow escape shortly after Davalos' discharge
reinforced the determination of Respondent's unlawful motivation.
The Board also held that employer knowledge of Davalos' protected
activity was established even without application of the small
plant doctrine.
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Background
The Employer (L & C) is a harvester of vegetables in the Santa
Maria area.
It works in fields that are divided into small
plots and leased to growers. On September 23, 1993, United Farm
Worker (UFW) access takers visited an L & c crew in a field
belonging to JOB Farms. No Notice of Intent to Take Access (NA)
had been filed naming L & c or JOB Farms.
The UFW had filed NAs
for Rancho Harvesting, another employer working in the same
field.
By its motion to deny access, L & c sought to bar all
access by the UFW in the Board's Salinas Region for one month,
and by the individual access takers to its employees for six
months.
The Employer's supervisors told the access takers that they had
no right to take access but declined to tell the access takers
their employer's name. The access takers proceeded to talk to
the crew for about 15 minutes before leaving.
No evidence that
any ongoing work was disrupted was presented, and the UFW's
assertions that the crew was on its lunch break were uncontradicted.
No evidence that the access takers harassed the
employees or of what was said by the access takers was presented.
When higher levels of L & c supervisors arrived, the UFW asserted
that it had taken access to a different employer's crew.in the
same field the day before, and that the access takers had not
seen signs indicating that the land belonged to JOB Farms. The
UFW access takers showed photographic identification upon
request, and left after a brief conversation with one of the
Employer's owners.
Board Decision
The Board found that the motion's declaratory support failed to
establish grounds for a finding of improper taking of access
sufficient to warrant the sanctions requested in the motion. The
Board's standard for imposing a sanction for improper access, set
forth in Ranch No. 1 (1979) 5 ALRB No. 36, require a showing of
deliberate disregard for the access regulations, disruption of
work or harassment of employees. Here, the access takers did not
appear to have deliberately disregarded the access regulations,
and no indication of harassment or disruption of work was shown
by the declarations. The Board therefore denied the Motion.
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ALJ Decision
on october 1, 1993, Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) James Wolpman
issued a decision in which he found that Olson Farms/Certified
Egg Farms, Inc. (Olson Farms or Respondent) violated section 1153
of the Agricultural Labor Relations Act (ALRA or Act) by engaging
in surface bargaining and by insisting to impasse on a
nonmandatory subject of bargaining.
Olson Farms timely filed exceptions to the ALJ's decision. The
exceptions address only the Agricultural Labor Relations Board's
(ALRB or Board) jurisdiction over Olson Farms and do not address
the ALJ's findings and conclusions with regard to the bargaining
violations. The General Counsel filed a response to the
exceptions, as well as a motion to strike the exceptions for
failure to comply with the Board's regulations.
Board Decision
The Board denied motion to strike, finding that though the
exceptions were exceedingly brief, they were minimally sufficient
to allow the Board to fully address them on their merits. In
addition, the Board found the lack of a proof of service not to
be fatal where, as here, the General Counsel was in fact served
and no prejudice has been shown.
The Board observed that the record contained no evidence
pertaining to the issue of jurisdiction and that Respondent was
not denied an opportunity to present evidence or argument on the
issue.
Next, the Board noted that the General Counsel as a
general matter has the burden, as part of the prima facie case,
to establish jurisdictional facts.
However, in the present
circumstances, where the Board previously found Respondent to be
an agricultural employer, the Board found that the burden shifted
to Respondent to provide evidence that intervening changes in
facts or law have stripped the Board of jurisdiction.
Since
Respondent provided no such evidence or argument, there was no
basis on which the Board could conclude that it no longer had
jurisdiction.
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The Board noted that the National Labor Relations Board's
decision in Camsco Produce Co., Inc. {1990) 297 NLRB 905 did not
affect the previous finding of jurisdiction because the
stipulated facts in the previous case established that
Respondent's "outside mix" was not regular. Further, the Board
noted that the facts of the previous case reflected at minimum a
mixed work situation in which the Board, absent a showing of
changed circumstances, would have jurisdiction over some of the
work of the existing bargaining unit even if Respondent's packing
plant were found to be nonagricultural.
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20 ALRB No. 1
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Section 1160.8 of the Agricultural Labor Relations Act (ALRA or
Act) provides that any party aggrieved by a final decision and
order of the Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board)
may seek judicial review in the appropriate California court of
appeal within 30 days of the Board's action.
Following a full
evidentiary hearing into unfair labor practice charges filed by
the Union which represents the employees of Certified Egg Farms
and Olson Farms, Inc. (Respondent), the Agricultural Labor
Relations Board (ALRB or Board) found that Respondent had
discriminatorily failed to process grievances filed by five
employees and also failed to bargain in good faith with regard to
all employees.
In the subsequent compliance hearing the Board
served its final decision and order, as reported at 19 ALRB
No. 9, by "certificate of mailing," a process of the Us. Postal
Service which is authorized by the Board's regulations. A
"certificate of mailing" is proof of mailing but not of receipt.
After the time for seeking judicial review of the Board's action
had expired, with no party having appealed, General Counsel
petitioned the Monterey County Superior Court to enforce the
Board's order requiring Respondent to compensate the
discriminatees for monetary losses they suffered as a result of
Respondent's violations of the Act. Respondent resisted
compliance on the grounds that it had not received a copy of the
decision and, therefore, had been denied an opportunity to timely
assert a statutory right of appeal.
Although there was no dispute that the Board had indeed mailed
the decision to Respondent's counsel, the Court found that the
mailing was defective because it failed to comport with a strict
reading of the Act's provision governing service of Board papers.
ALRA section 1151.4(a} requires that service be by telegraph or
personal delivery of, if by mail, by registered mail.
The matter
was remanded to the Board with directions to reissue the decision
in accordance with the statute, rather than the regulation
purporting to implement the pertinent statutory provision, and to
thereby grant Respondent the opportunity to seek review in the
court of appeal within 30 days of the new issuance date.
In so doing, by means of the decision herein, the Board also
ruled invalid the relevant regulation insofar as it permits
service by "certificate of mailing."
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20 ALRB No. 2
Case Nos. 93-CE-7-EC
93-CE-7-1-EC

IMPERIAL ASPARAGUS FARMS
(Ruben Herrera)
ALJ Decision

The ALJ found that General Counsel established a prima facie case
that Imperial Asparagus Farms (Imperial) had unlawfully refused
to rehire three employees in its packing shed facility because of
the employees' protected concerted activities in complaining when
they did not receive their paychecks, complaining to their
supervisor and later to the Labor Commissioner about not
receiving overtime pay, and declining their supervisor's request
that they work on a salary basis rather than for an hourly wage.
After considering Imperial's asserted defenses for the refusals
to rehire, the ALJ found that the defenses were either pretextual
or insufficient, in themselves, to have caused Imperial's failure
to rehire the employees. The ALJ therefore concluded that the
evidence failed to show that Imperial would not have rehired the
three employees in the absence of their protected concerted
act
He concluded that Imperial had violated §1153(a) -of
ALRA by refusing to rehire the employees, and he ordered
Imperial to offer the employees reinstatement with backpay.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed the decision of the ALJ, with some
modification of the ALJ's proposed order.
In conformity with the
ALJ's findings and conclusions, the Board ordered reinstatement
of the three employees and awarded backpay from January 21, 1993
for two of the employees. Because the third employee was
physically unable to work from February 2, 1993 to the end of the
season because of a hand injury, the Board ordered the Employer
to reimburse him for backpay,from January 21-February 1, 1993,
and thereafter from the beginning of the 1994 season.
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G H & G ZYSLING DAIRY
(Teamsters Union Local 517)

20 ALRB No. 3
Case No. 93-RC-3-VI

Decision of the Investigative Hearing Examiner
On December 29, 1993, Investigative Hearing Examiner (IHE)
Douglas Gallop issued a decision in which he found it appropriate
to overrule in their entirety the election objections filed by
G H & G Zysling Dairy (Zysling). In the objections set for
hearing, Zysling alleged that an outcome determinative number of
its employees were disenfranchised because they were not given
notice of the election and did not vote.
In its objections,
Zysling also alleged that the regional director did not
adequately investigate whether Zysling was at 50% of peak
employment. The IHE concluded that the objections must be
overruled, despite the possible disenfranchisement of employees,
because the failure to give notice to any additional Zysling
employees was due to Zysling's failure to alert the regional
director prior to the election of the existence of such
employees.
Zysling filed timely exceptions to the IHE's decision
and the Visalia Regional Director filed a response.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed the !HE's recommendation that the election be
certified, but found it unnecessary in doing so to balance
Zysling's failure to provide information prior to the election
against the possible disenfranchisement of employees.
Instead,
the Board found that Zysling failed to meet its burden to
demonstrate a legitimate claim of disenfranchisement because
Zysling failed to prove that the individuals at issue were
Zysling employees and, therefore, in the bargaining unit.
First,
the Board found that the record evidence established that two of
the individuals were not employees of Zysling, but of the farmer
who leased the adjoining land, Robert Vanderham. The Board also
found no evidence that Zysling and Vanderham were joint employers
or constituted a single employer. With regard to a nutritionist
and a 20-25 member harvesting crew provided by Danell Brothers
which worked on the adjoining property, the Board found that the
evidence was equivocal and therefore insufficient to demonstrate
that they were Zysling employees.
In the case of the harvesting
crew, their status was unproven because it was unclear whether
Danell Brothers was acting as a labor contractor or a custom
harvester.
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Case Summary:
G H & G ZYSLING DAIRY
(Teamsters Union, Local 517)

20 ALRB No. 3
Case No. 93-RC-3-VI

The Board also found that the record was insufficient to
establish that the Danell Brothers crew would have been eligible
to vote even if they had been shown to be Zysling employees.
Zysling gave varying dates as to when the crew was working on the
property, but none of the asserted dates fell within the
eligibility period of March 16-31, 1993.
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CASE SUMMARY
VALLEY FARMING COMPANY
(Hector
)

20 ALRB No. 4
Case No. 93-CE-13-SAL

ALJ's Decision
ALJ granted summary judgment based on General Counsel's motion
and showing that Respondent had never answered the Complaint and
Backpay Specification. General Counsel's moving papers showed
that the charge, complaint and backpay specification had all been
personally served on Respondent. The ALJ specifically approved
General Counsel's methodology for computing backpay, but did not
adopt the backpay figure alleged to represent the approximate
amount of backpay in the specification, which was to be based on
comparable employees, and on Charging Party's own earnings and
information the Region had obtained on Charging Party's interim
earnings.
Board Decision
General Counsel excepted only to the ALJ's failure to adopt the
backpay figure stated in the Specification as a reasonable
approximation of backpay.
The Board held that under California law, where service by mail
is authorized, where a party has been served by certified mail
and the paper is returned with entries by the postal service
showing that notice of attempts to deliver have been made, and
where the document is not delivered because it is either refused
or unclaimed, sufficient service has been shown to allow the
Board to proceed. The Board noted that NLRB procedural precedent
is to the same effect.
The Board sustained the General Counsel's exception, finding that
the Specification recited sufficient facts to show that a
reasonable determination had been made even in the
of
Respondent's records to show earnings of comparable employees.
The Board noted that otherwise, Respondent's established pattern
of wilfully ignoring the Board's proceeding would become a
roadblock to arriving at an enforceable backpay order. The Board
adopted the backpay figure stated in the Specification to cover
the period from the date of discharge to the date of issuance of
the specification. The Board noted that further specifications
may be required to liquidate any amount of backpay that may
accrue after the end of the backpay period covered by the
specification herein.
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CASE SUMMARY

Case No. 94-RC-3-SAL
20 ALRB No. 5

MONTEREY MUSHROOMS, INC.
(United Farm Workers of
America, AFL-CIO)
Background

on

March 27, 1992, the Employer and the certified union, Comite
de campesinos Unidos (CCU) entered into a five year collective
ining agreement expiring March 29, 1997. On March 29, 1994,
the United Farm Workers (UFW) filed a rival union petition. On
1 1, 1994, the Acting Regional Director dismissed the
as untimely, finding that the Act imposes a contract bar
until the final year before the contract expires, and in any
event not to exceed a period of three years.
The UFW appealed, contending that where a collective bargaining
is in effect, an open period for the filing of
must be provided before the end of the bar period,
with contract bar precedent of the National Labor
Board.

The Board sustained the Acting Regional Director's dismissal of
the
ition. Section 1156.7(b} prohibits any contract bar
period from extending beyond three years.
If a collective
agreement is currently in effect, section 1156.7(d) (3)
rival unions to allege in their petitions that the
11 expire within one year. The Board, reading
(d) together, found that contracts of any length
years bar a petition for their duration less one
Contracts of four years or longer bar a petition for a
years. Under Cadiz v. ALRB (1979) 92 Cal.App.3d
365 [155 Cal.Rptr. 213], the Board is precluded from relying on
NLRB
where the language of section 1156.7 differs from
the NLRB's case law-based contract bar rules.
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CASE SUMMARY

SIMON HAKKER
(Teamsters

20 ALRB No. 6
Case No 94-RC-1-VI

, Local 517)

Background
on January 5, 1994, a petition for certification was filed with
the Agricultural Labor Relations Board (Board) by the Teamster
Union, Local 517, Creamery Employees And Drivers, International
Brotherhood of Teamsters Union (Teamsters), seeking a unit of the
agricultural employees of Simon Hakker (Employer). An election
was held on January 14, 1994, with the result that of the 26
ballots cast, there were 6 cast for the Teamsters and 1 cast for
"No Union." There were 19 unresolved challenged ballots. Since
the number of unresolved challenged ballots was outcome determinative, the Regional Director (RD) conducted an investigation
and issued the attached Challenged Ballot Report on March 14,
1994.
In his report, the RD recommended that the challenges to
16 ballots be sustained, two be overruled and the ballots
counted, and one be set for hearing should it be outcome determinative after a final decision as to the other challenges. Most
of the 16 challenges were sustained on the basis that the challenged voters were independent contractors rather than employees.
The Employer filed timely exceptions to the Challenged Ballot
Report, asserting that the RD erred in sustaining 16 of the
challenges and finding that conflicting evidence required a
hearing as to one of the challenges~
Board Decision
The Board affirmed all of the recommendations in the RD's
Challenged Ballot Report, with the exception that it ordered that
the ballots of the two voters whose challenges were overruled not
be opened and counted.
In affirming the RD's recommendations,
the Board noted that the sole and pivotal inquiry in determining
challenged ballots was whether the challenged voters were
agricultural employees of the Employer at any time during the
payroll period immediately preceding the filing of the petition
for certification (Labor Code sec. 1140.4(b)). The RD Report
showed facts sufficient to establish that these individuals were
not treated as employees, nor did they understand themselves to
have the status of employees. The absence of required payroll
records or deductions from the payments issued to these
individuals was persuasive evidence that they were not employees.
Member Frick concurred to the extent that the findings and recommendations of the RD were affirmed, but also cited approvingly
the analysis applied by the RD.
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CASE SUMMARY
Ace Tomato Co., Inc
(UFW)

20 ALRB No. 7
Case No. 93-CE-37-VI

an election conducted among the agricultural
the Employer on August 10, 1989, and certified the
collective bargaining representative of the
icultural employees located
San Joaquin County.
subsequently refused to bargain in order to test the
j
1
Thereafter, General Counsel
alleging that the Employer had refused to
with the UFW, and
a makewhole remedy
before the Board by a Stipulat
the
agreed to wa

Statement of
right to a

Board
pre-election
coercion
revoke
cert ication and
of the election, or
the alternative,
the makewhole
a close" case for
that the
grounds for
that
leged
a
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CASE

SUMMARY
20 ALRB No. 8
Case Nos. 93-CE-29-VI
93-CE-30-VI

TAYLOR FARMS
(UFW, Jose Lomeli)
ALJ Decision

On December 7, 1993, Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Arie Schoorl
issued a decision in which he found that Taylor Farms did not
commit any of the unfair labor practices alleged in the
complaint. The alleged violations consisted of the claims that
Taylor Farms unlawfully refused to offer reinstatement to
striking employees who had made an unconditional offer to return
to work, discharged Antonio Rangel because of his support of the
strike, and retaliated against striking employees by seeking to
evict them from company housing.
The ALJ found that Taylor Farms permanently replaced the striking
employees and that subsequent openings have been filled by the
former strikers. The ALJ also found that Rangel quit his job
voluntarily and therefore was not unlawfully discharged. Lastly,
the ALJ found that the attempted evictions were not retaliatory
but instead motivated by the fact that company housing was a
condition of employment, the right to which ceased upon going on
strike. The General Counsel filed timely exceptions to the ALJ's
decision and Taylor Farms filed a response. The General Counsel
filed a motion to strike portions of Taylor Farms' response brief
on the grounds that it relied on matters outside the record.
Taylor Farms filed a response to the motion to strike. The
parties also submitted briefs in response to Administrative Order
No. 94-9, dated June 3, 1994, in which the Board requested
further briefing on the import of evidence that employees not
working due to layoffs, vacations, or other absences were allowed
to remain in company housing.
The Board Decision
The Board affirmed the ALJ's decision and dismissed the
complaint. The Board noted that several of the General Counsel's
exceptions were well taken, but observed that those exceptions
dealt with peripheral matters which in no way undermined the
ALJ's recommendation to dismiss the complaint. The Board also
noted that while, contrary to the implication in the ALJ's
decision, it has not overruled Seabreeze Berry Farms (1981)
7 ALRB No. 40, that case is not applicable here because the
evidence showed that the employees at issue were primarily yearround rather than seasonal. In addition, the Board concluded
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Case Summary:
TAYLOR FARMS
(UFW, Jose Lomeli)

20 ALRB No. 8
Case Nos. 93-CE-29-VI
93-CE-30-VI

that Taylor Farms improperly submitted various documents with its
brief because it had failed to appeal the ALJ's earlier refusal
to take administrative notice of the documents. Accordingly,
those documents, as well as factual assertions made by both
parties which were unsupported by the record were not considered
or relied upon by the Board. Lastly, the Board found that the
evidence of Taylor Farms' past practice of allowing employees in
nonworking status to remain in company housing was insufficient
to determine if the strikers were subjected to disparate
treatment and, therefore, affirmed the ALJ's conclusion that it
was not proven that the threaten evictions were in retaliation
for the strike activity or otherwise unlawfully interfered with
the right to strike.
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CASE SUMMARY
20 ALRB No. 9
Case No. 84-CE-12-0X(SM)

Claassen Mushrooms, Inc.,
et al. (International Union
Agricultural Workers)
Administrative Law Judge's Decision

The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) found that Claassen Mushroom
Farm (CMF), a limited partnership, and its general partner, David
E. Claassen, were jointly and severally liable for remedying the
unfair labor practices found to have been committed by Claassen
Mushrooms, Inc. (CMI) at 12 ALRB No. 13. The ALJ dismissed the
allegations in the notice of hearing alleging that five limited
partners in CMF were liable either jointly or severally.
The ALJ found that General Counsel failed to show that the
limited partners were liable under applicable concepts of
partnership law under either the Uniform Limited Partnership Act
(ULPA) or the Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act (RULPA),
adopted by California on June 30, 1984. Under the RULPA, limited
partners do not become individually liable when they participate
in the partnership's business, while the ULPA contemplated that
limited partners would have only the role of passive investors.
While CMF was formed before passage of the ULPA and had never
exercised the election that would have brought it under the
RULPA, under applicable ULPA precedent, the limited partners'
participation in the business did not constitute such an exercise
of control as to take them out of the role of investors seeking
to protect their investment.
The ALJ also found that under precedent of the National Labor
Relations Act, the limited partners had not exercised control of
the employer so as to allow them to be treated as an integral
part of the employer.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed the ALJ's decision and adopted his rulings.
The Board denied Respondents' request for attorney's fees for
defending the limited partners from the allegations of liability.
The General Counsel's theory that the limited partners were
liable was not frivolous based on evidence available before the
hearing. More importantly, under Sam Andrews' Sons v. ALRB
(1986) 47 Cal.App.3d 157 (253 Cal.Rptr. 30], the Board does not
have authority to award attorney's fees.
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ATTACHMENT C
ADMINISTRATIVE ORDERS
ISSUED DURING FISCAL YEARS
1992-1993 AND 1993-1994
ADMIN.
ORDER
NUMBER

CASE
NAME

CASE
NUMBER

ISSUE
DATE

92-12

Michael Hat
Farming Co.

92-CE-28-VI,
et al.

8/11/92

Order Denying Request
for Special Permission
to File a Request for
Review of the Executive
Secretary's Order Denying
Motion for Continuance

92-13

Michael Hat
Farming Co.

92-CE-28-VI,
et al.

8/19/92

Order Granting Charging
Party's Appeal of
Executive Secretary's
Order Granting Motion
for Continuance

92-14

Michael Hat
Farming Co.

92-CE-28-VI,
et al.

8/25/93

Order Affirming
Executive Secretary's
Order Granting Motion
for Continuance

92-15

Michael Hat
Farming Co.

92-CE-28-VI,
et al.

9/2/92

Order Granting ALJ's
Recommendation for
Court Enforcement of
Subpoenas

92-16

Pandol & Sons

92-CE-40-VI

10/29/92

Order Denying
Party's Appeal of
Executive Secretary's
Order Denying Request
for Continuance

92-17

Ace Tomato Co.,
Inc.

89-RC-5-VI,
et al.

11/13/92

Order Denying Employer's
Motion for
Reconsideration

93-1

Scheid Vineyards

92-CE-49-SAL

1/20/93

Order Denying Charging
Party's Motion to strike

93-2

Ace Tomato co.

89-RC-5-VI

1/20/93

Order Denying Employer's
Motion for
Reconsideration
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DESCRIPTION

ADMIN.
ORDER
NUMBER

CASE
NAME

CASE
NUMBER

ISSUE
DATE

93-3

Geo. Lucas & Sons

82-CE-76-D

2/2/93

Order Approving Formal
Stipulated Unilateral
Partial Settlement
Agreement

93-4

Produce Magic

92-RC-5-SAL

2/2/93

Order Granting in Part
and Denying in Part
Employer's Request for
Review of Executive
Secretary's Order
Setting and Dismissing
Objections

93-5

Skalli/St.Supery

90-CE-52-SAL

2/8/93

Order Approving Formal
Unilateral Settlement
Agreement

93-6

Sunnyside
Nurseries

91-CE-4-SAL

2/11/93

Order Approving Formal
Settlement Agreement

93-7

Mario Saikhon,
Inc.

86-CE-47-EC

2/11/93

Order Denying Mario
Saikhon, Inc.'s
Application for Special
Permission to Appeal
Denial By ALJ Barbara
Moore To Disqualify
Herself

93-8

Patterson Farms,
Inc.

78-CE-12-SAL

2/25/93

Order Approving Formal
Settlement Agreement

93-9

Mario Saikhon

86-CE-47-EC

3/19/93

Order Denying Interim
Appeals

93-10

George Lucas
& Sons

82-CE-76-D

4/14/93

Amended Order Approving
Formal Stipulated
Unilateral Partial
Settlement Agreement

93-11

Sequoia Orange
Co.

83-RC-4-0

4/23/93

Order Approving Formal
Formal Settlement
Agreement

93-12

J.R. Norton Co.

79-CE-78-EC
80-CE-12-EC

5/14/93

Order Denying Motion
for Reconsideration

C-2

DESCRIPTION

ADMIN.
ORDER
NUMBER

CASE
NAME

CASE
NUMBER

ISSUE
DATE

93-13

J.R. Norton Co.

79-CE-78-EC

5/24/93

93-14

Bruce Church,
Inc.

87-CE-87-SAL

5/27/93

93-15

Wm. Dale Young/
Sons

92-CE-4-EC

6/4/93

93-16

J.R. Norton Co.

79-CE-78-EC
80-CE-12-SAL

6/7/93

93-17

San Joaquin
Tomato Growers

89-RC-4-VI

6/21/93

Order
Motion

93-18

Michael Hat

89-CE-10-SAL

6/22/93

Order Approving Formal
Unilateral Settlement
Agreement

93-19

Gerawan Ranches

91-CE-21-VI

7/13/93

Order To Show Cause

93-20

D'Arrigo Bros.

92-CE-29-SAL

7/15/93

Order
Recommendation To
Court Enforcement
Notice In
Of
Duces Tecum

93-21

D'Arrigo Bros

92-CE-29-SAL

7/20/93

Order
Authorizat
To Seek
Court Enforcement

93-22

Gerawan Ranches

92-CE-38-VI

7/21/93

Order
No.
92-CE-38-VI;
Case No. 92-CE-38-VI For
Hearing; And Order
Approving Recommendation
To Seek Court Enforcement
Of Notices In Lieu Of
Subpoena Duces Tecum With
Respect To Case
No. 92-CE-38-VI

C-3

DESCRIPTION

Order
GC
Request to
Matter
Off Calendar And Order
Rejecting
Unilateral
Agreement

Order
lation; Formal
Settlement
Order Approving Formal
Settlement

ADMIN.
ORDER
NUMBER

CASE
NAME

CASE
lflJMBER

ISSUE
DATE

93-23

Mario Saikhon

86-CE-47-EC

9/08/93

Order Approving Formal
Bilateral Settlement
Agreement

93-24

UFW (Egg City)

86-CL-14-SAL 10/08/93

Order Approving Formal
Bilateral Agreement

(OX)

DESCRIPTION

93-25

Gramis Bros.

82-CE-4-F

10/08/93

Order Approving Formal
Settlement Agreement

93-26

J.R. Norton

79-CE-78-EC

10/08/93

Preliminary Order and
Notice Setting Due Date
For Filing Response To
Auditor's Report

93-27

Abatti Farms

78-RD-2-EC

10/21/93

Order Setting Briefing
Schedule For Matters
Pertaining To Makewhole
Calculations

93-28

Michael Hat

89-CE-10-SAL 11/16/93

Order Granting Application
For Special Permission To
File Interim Appeal Of The
ALJ's Ruling And Order
Affirming Denial Of Motion
To Quash Notice Of Hearing
And Specification

93-29

Azteca Farms

91-CE-74-SAL 11/18/93

Order Approving Formal
Settlement Agreement

93-30

J.R. Norton Co.

79-CE-78-EC

Order Accepting
Accountant's
Recommendation and
Specifying Final
Settlement Amount

93-31

Bud Antle

89-CE-36-SAL 12/8/93

Order Denying Motion For
Reconsideration And
Request For Stay Of
Ongoing Unfair Labor
Practice Proceeding

94-1

UFW (CTGC)

91-CL-5-EC
(SD)

Order Denying
Respondent's and
Intervenor's Motion
for Reconsideration
and Request for
Notice
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11/24/93

1/5/94

ADMIN.
ORDER
NUMBER

CASE
NAME

CASE
NUMBER

ISSUE
DATE

94-2

Abatti Farms

78-RD-2-EC

2/2/94

Order Setting In Part
for Hearing and
Dismissing in Part
Respondent's Objections
to Makewhole
Calculations; Notice of
Pre-Hearing Conference
Call and Notice of
Hearing Location and
Date

94-3

Claassen
Mushrooms

84-CE-12-0X
(SM)

2/18/94

Order Approving
Release Agreement

94-4

Giannini Packing

91-CE-62-VI

2/18/94

Order Denying Charging
Party's Motion For
Recommendation

94-5

UFW/CareaujEgg/
Hidden Villa

86-CL-14-SAL
(OX)

2/24/94

Order Denying Request
For Review

94-6

Altman Specialty
Plants

91-CE-3-EC
(SD)

3/11/94

Order Approving Formal
Settlement Agreement

94-7

Anthony
Harvesting

4/12/94

Order Approving Formal
Bilateral Settlement
Agreement

94-8

Abatti Farms

4/19/94

Order Approving Formal
Bilateral Settlement
Agreement

II

90-CE-141-SAL

78-RD-2-EC

II

DESCRIPTION

(4/21/94 Corrected Order)

94-9

Taylor Farms

93-CE-29-VI

6/3/94

Order Requesting Further
Briefing

94-10

Oceanview Prod.

94-CE-13-EC
(OX)

6/14/94

Order Denying Petition
To Seek Injunctive
Relief Pursuant To Labor
Code Section 1160.4

94-11

Simon Hakker

94-RC-1-VI

6/24/94

Order Denying Employer's
Motion for
Reconsideration
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ATTACHMENT D
INITIAL STATEMENT OF REASONS
FOR
PROPOSED REGULATORY CHANGES
OF THE
AGRICULTURAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

Section 20164.

Service of Papers by the Board.

The minor change in the existing regulation merely repeals that
portion of the provision which heretofore has served to authorize
the Board to mail official papers by means of a u.s. Postal
Service procedure entitled "certificate of mailing." That
procedure was struck down in a recent judicial ruling in which
section 1151.4 of the Agricultural Labor Relations Act was
strictly construed to require that such service be only by
"registered mail" [or personal service).

Section 20190.

Continuance of Hearing Dates.

The proposed regulation is designed to expedite the hearing
process. Accordingly, the proposed change will amend the
existing regulation to provide that, following the filing of a
motion for a new date to commence or resume a prehearing or
hearing, the executive secretary will solicit the positions of
all parties by telephone. Thereafter, no written positions for
or against continuance may be submitted absent the express
request of the executive secretary.

Section 20240.

Motions Before Prehearing and After Hearing.

The proposed change is similarly intended to expedite the hearing
process by limiting the filing of pleadings in favor of, or in
opposition to, motions, unless requested by the executive
secretary or the administrative law judge.

Section 20241. Motions During or After Prehearing Conference and
Before Close of Hearing.
The proposed change provides that, following the filing of
responses to a motion, further pleadings in support of, or in
opposition to, the motion may not be filed unless requested by
the administrative law judge.
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Section 20242. Motions, Responses, Rulings; Appeals of Rulings.
In many cases, after the initial motion and response are filed,
the parties continue to file further responses and answers to
those responses. In all but rare cases, those responses are
unnecessary, time consuming, and unfairly favor the party who can
afford the legal expense of submitting additional paperwork.
The purpose of the proposed changes in sections 20240, 20241 and
20242, above, is to eliminate that problem, but also to permit
the executive secretary, the administrative law judge, or the
Board, depending upon where the motion is directed, to request
additional submissions where they may be of assistance. The only
feasible alternative would be to require
to seek and
obtain Board approval in order to file such
responses,
but this, too, would generate unnecessary fil
consuming
procedures, and would likewise favor the more
1 igant.

Section 20264.

Failure to Appear; Dismissal.

, the
In the event any party fails to appear for a
hear
administrative law judge will have the option of recessing or
any
dismissing the hearing, or actually taking
may
party who does appear. The party which fai
administrative
thereafter appeal any order or action taken
law judge as a result of his or her failure to

Section 20286.

Board Action on Unfair Labor Practice cases.

The proposed regulation amends former
specifying the manner in which motions
recons
reopen the record should be filed and served
unfair labor practice decisions and orders
permits the filing of alternative
reopening for final decisions and orders.
regulation also amends former section 20286(d)
only motions for reconsideration may be fi
actions and that the extraordinary
these motions as well. The amendment
procedure to be followed in filing
former sections gave no instructions as to
and service, and were unclear as to whether
reopening could be sought as alternatives
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ify that
inal Board
applies to

section 20310.

Employer Obligations.

The proposed regulation will substitute new provisions in
sections 20310(a) (6) (A) and 20310(a) (6) (B), and create a new
section 20310{a) (6) (C). The effect will be to eliminate the
distinction between past peak and prospective peak cases, to
eliminate the use of averaging to determine the number of
bargaining unit employees during the voting eligibility period,
and to establish the procedure for determining whether fifty
percent of peak employment exists during the applicable payroll
period. In Adamek & Dessert, Inc. v. ALRB (1986) 178 Cal.App.3d
970 [224 Cal.Rptr. 366], the Court of Appeal held that the
averaging provisions in section 20310(a) (6} (B) exceeded the
Board's authority under Labor Code section 1156.3(a) (1), and
only the actual number of employees during the payroll
eligibility period may be used.
In conformity with this mandate, section 20310(a) (6) (A) sets
forth the preferred method, ~ a comparison of actual numbers
of employees during peak and the eligibility period. In cases
where there are no records identifying the actual number who were
or will be employed during the peak period, or where the use of
actual peak employment figures results in a finding that less
than 50 percent of peak employment exists during the eligibility
period, section 20310(a) (6) (B) permits an averaging of the number
of employees who worked, or will work.
The new section 20310(a) (6) (C) takes the requirement, in former
section 20310(a) (6) (A), that an employer furnish payroll records
in past peak cases, and makes this a requirement in past and
prospective peak cases, where the employer contests peak. It
also requires production of crop and acreage statistics in
contested peak cases, as well as any other information relied
upon. See Scheid Vineyards and Management Company (1993) 19 ALRB
No. 1, affd. Scheid Vineyards and Management Company v. ALRB
(C.A. 6th Dist. January 4, 1994; Cal. Supreme Ct., April 13,
1994). It is noted that employers, prior to adoption of this
regulation, were already required to submit this information in
their responses to representation petitions, if they contended
the workforce was below 50 percent of peak employment, and the
three-year period is in accord with current Board practice.

Section 20349.

Investigation of Pending Unfair Labor
Practice Charge(s) or Complaint(s).

For many years, the Board struggled with the difficult question
of how to handle elections where unfair labor practices may have
occurred which are serious enough to affect the ability of
employees to exercise their choice in a free and uncoerced
manner. It takes time to investigate such allegations, but it is
D-3

often impossible to wait because the Act - in recognizing the
seasonal nature of agriculture - requires that elections be
conducted while the employer is at least at 50 percent of peak
employment.
In Cattle Valley Farms (1982) 8 ALRB No. 24, the Board solved
this problem by creating a set of rules to be followed in
election situations where serious unfair labor practice
violations are alleged. The proposed regulation therefore
codifies the conditions set forth in Cattle Valley Farms for
"blocking" elections or "impounding" ballots in situations where
serious unfair labor practice charges have been filed, where
investigations are under way, and where the General Counsel,
after investigation, has issued a complaint alleging serious
violation(s). The regulation addresses several significant
issues which are not discussed or only partially recognized in
Cattle Valley.
1. Cattle Valley discusses the difference between
situations involving allegations of employer domination/unlawful
assistance [section 1153(b)] or employer refusals to bargain
(section 1153(e)] and situations involving other charges
[sections 1153 (a), 1153 (c), 1153 (d), 1154 (a), 1154 (b), 1154 (d),
and 1154(e)]. (Id. pp. 4-5.) However, later in the decision, when
the Board developed the procedures to be followed in blocking or
impounding (Id. pp. 14-15), it did not clearly advise the
regional directors how the former situation - which precludes the
finding of a "question concerning representation" - differs from
the latter - which does not. The proposed regulation makes that
distinction clear [see subparagraphs (a) (1), (a) (2), (a) (3).]
2.
Cattle Valley offers the regional director or the
parties little guidance in determining whether circumstances
warrant blocking or impoundment. Subparagraph (b) fills that gap
by setting forth a non-exhaustive list of circumstances which are
to be considered.
3. Subparagraph (c) sets forth the procedure for appealing
a regional director's decision to block or impound [or not to do
so] in greater clarity and detail than is found
Cattle Valley
(Id. fn. 1.)
4.
Cattle Valley offers little guidance
and under what circumstances an election should
the ballots counted. Those matters are addressed
subparagraphs (d) and (e).

or

right of a
5. Finally, cattle Valley does not discuss
proceed in
charging party to request that the election or tal
for blocking
spite of the fact that there is a meritorious bas
or impounding. Nor does cattle Valley insure that impounded
ballots will not be destroyed until the Board's
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that they are not be counted has become final or until the time
for appeal to the Board has passed. The proposed regulation does
so.
The proposed regulation represents a delicate and careful
balancing of the need for expeditious elections with the ability
of employees to exercise their choice in a free and uncoerced
manner. While many other alternatives are possible, the Board
firmly believes that this regulation best reconciles those
competing interests.
Section 20367.

Petitions for Revocation of Certification.

The proposed regulation will allow employers to seek revocation
of certifications where the certified union has either disclaimed
interest in representing employees in the certified bargaining
unit or where the certified union has become defunct, i.e.,
unable to represent the employees. A disclaimer usually arises
from an expression by the union of unwillingness to represent
unit employees. Defunctness is shown by evidence that the union
has ceased to have any continuing institutional existence or
vitality. Lack of assets or persons willing to act on the
union's behalf are some evidence of defunctness.
The regulation provides a detailed procedure for the filing and
investigation of petitions for revocation, including provisions
for hearing in the case of meritorious petitions that are opposed
or disputed. The regulation creates a procedure for employers to
call into question the continuing effectiveness of a
certification in disclaimer and defunctness situations. Other
unions are able to challenge a union's certification through a
rival union petition and employees are able to file
decertification petitions under more liberal standards that would
be established in section 20390 governing the showing of interest
required for decertification proceedings.
No alternative to regulations dealing with defunctness or
disclaimer of interest by a labor organization were considered by
the Board.
Section 20370(a).

Investigative Hearings-Types of Hearings and
Disqualification of IHE's.

The proposed amendment will make reference to the hearings
provided for in access violation cases, as set forth in amended
section 20900, and revocations of certifications, as set forth in
proposed section 20367. It is noted that amended section 20900
does not grant hearings for alleged access violations in all
cases, but requires a showing of good cause, in similar manner to
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Section 20370(s).

Investigative Hearings-Types of Hearings and
Disqualification of IHE's.

The present regulation provides a full
of
for
Investigative Hearings in representation cases. However, it
neglects to say anything about motions. Since motions are
frequently filed in representation cases, it is necessary to
correct this oversight. The proposed regulation sets forth a
procedure for filing and processing motions which parallel the
procedure established in unfair labor practice proceedings
[sections 20240-41]. The regulation also follows section 20242
of the unfair labor practice regulations in
for interim
appeals of rulings on motions; thereby
appropriate cases, an expeditious means
motion procedures could be formulated,
and least burdensome alternative
familiar unfair labor practice model.

20390.

The proposed regulation will
of
Labor Code section 1156.7(c)
this
regulation to all decertif
rather than only to such petitions
certified labor organization
a
to a
bargaining agreement covering the bargaining unit employees.
Previously, where no contract was
rival union petitions were processed
1156.3. The effects of this change
agricultural employees will
ion
petitions, and the showing of
petitions will be changed from
the
unit employees. Since section
eligible petition-filers and
the
interest
rival union petitions as set
1156.3, these provisions will not
The Board adheres to
wording
Labor Code
been any indication that the
Relations Act intended to
reject or replace their collective barga
other than when a collective bargaining
existence. To the contrary, virtual
statute in the nation, including
Act, provides for decertification
whether or not a contract
periods,
the
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reexamination of the provisions contained in sections 1156.3 and
1156.7, it is apparent that the statute is divided, by those
sections, into provisions which traditionally apply to
representation, decertification and rival union petitions. There
is no logical reason, and it is inappropriate to permit different
parties to file such petitions, or to require a different showing
of interest, based on the existence or non-existence of a
collective bargaining agreement. Accordingly, to the extent that
the Board's decision in Cattle Valley Farms (1982) 8 ALRB No. 24,
and its order in The Careau Group dba Egg City (October 28, 1988)
ALRB case No. 86-RD-6-SAL(OX) apply the standards and procedures
set forth in Labor Code section 1156.3 to decertification and
rival union petitions, they are overruled. Controlling authority
is now reflected in Monterey Mushrooms, Inc. (May 3, 1994)
20 ALRB No. 5.

Section 20393(a).

Requests for Review; Requests for
Reconsideration of Board Action; Requests to
Reopen the Record

The proposed regulation retitles section 20393(a) to reflect that
in certain cases, the Board will now entertain motions to reopen
the record in representation matters.
(See Statement of Reasons
for section 20393(c).) The section is further amended to require
filing and service of requests for review under the general
filing and service requirements contained in the regulations.
The existing section is vague as to these requirements, and they
should be clarified.

Section 20393(c).

Requests for Review; Requests for
Reconsideration of Board Action;
Requests to Reopen the Record.

The proposed regulation permits the filing of requests to reopen
the record instead of, or as an alternative to, requests for
reconsideration of Board decisions or orders in representation
cases. The regulation requires parties who seek reconsideration
or reopening establish extraordinary circumstances before the
request will be granted. This normally means the request is
based on recently discovered or previously unavailable evidence,
which was not, and could not reasonably have been presented
earlier. These provisions already appear in section 20286, which
provides for reconsideration and reopening of the Board's unfair
labor practice decisions and orders. There is no logical reason
to distinguish these provisions, and the expedited treatment
accorded representation matters indicates the extraordinary
circumstances standard is appropriate. The National Labor
Relations Board requires extraordinary circumstances before it
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grants motions for reconsideration or reopening in both unfair
labor practice and representation matters.
(See NLRB Rules and
Regulations sections 102.48(d) (1)-(3).)
The proposed regulation also provides that requests for
reconsideration or reopening do not stay the operation of the
decisions or orders from which the requests are taken. Again,
this provision appears in section 20286(c), governing
reconsideration and reopening of unfair labor practice decisions
and orders, and the National Labor Relations Board maintains this
rule for both types of decisions and orders. Finally, the
proposed regulation specifies the manner of filing and service of
motions under this section, in accordance with the general filing
and service provisions in the regulations.

Chapter 9.

Organizational, Post-certification and strike Access.

The proposed regulation changes the title of Chapter 9, which
will now regulate post-certification and strike access, in
addition to organizational access.

Section 20900.

organizational Access.

The proposed regulation changes the title of section 20900 to
comport with the separate treatment for the three recognized
forms of access by labor organizations. The new title will be
more easily recognized by practitioners.

Section 20900(e) (1) (B).

Organizational Access.

The proposed regulation will add a codification of the Board's
decision in Patterson Farms, Inc. (1982) 8 ALRB No. 57, which
held that where a rival union files a notice of intention to take
access or a rival union petition, the certified union is entitled
to equal organizational access rights, and is not required to
file a notice of intention to take access with the Board.

Section 20900(e) (5) (A).

organizational Access.

The proposed regulation continues in effect pre-existing
sanctions for violations of the access regulations. New sections
20920, 20925 and 20950 adopt these provisions for violations of
post-certification, strike and multiple access regulations.
In
addition, sections 20900(e) (5) (B), 20920, 20925
20950 provide
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for interim relief limited to individual employers where access
regulations are violated. The references to regions no longer
sets forth the number thereof, because this changes periodically.
The former regulation merely provided for due notice and a
hearing of alleged access violations, without any elaboration.
The proposed regulation establishes a procedure similar to that
followed in the processing of objections to conduct of election.
Hearings are not automatically granted, but only upon a showing
of good cause by virtue of supporting declarations. Once a
hearing is granted, it may be before an independent hearing
examiner, or if consolidated with pending unfair labor practice
charges, the allegations may be heard as part of the unfair labor
practice proceeding.

Section 20900(e) (5) (B).

Organizational Access.

The proposed regulation will provide an expedited procedure to
resolve, or provide interim relief for specific employers where
there have been alleged organizational access violations. The
provisions of section 20900(e) (5) (A) will apply in cases where an
employer desires.sanctions which cover a geographic area, rather
than a specific employer, and in appeals from the regional
director's rulings. The existing procedure, requiring notice and
a hearing before any relief may be granted, does not address the
need for prompt resolution of these issues. The new procedure
will likely result in many access disputes being informally
resolved, because regional personnel will promptly intervene,
rather than having the dispute continue unabated pending
litigation. It will also tend to prevent undesirable self-help
measures from being taken by the parties, by providing a
preliminary decision. The procedure is safeguarded by Board
review of the regional determination, and provisions for
evidentiary hearings for parties adversely affected.

Section 20900(e) (5) (C).

Organizational Access.

The proposed regulation renumbers and modifies former section
20900(e) (5) (B). The term, "representative," is added to clarify
that the regulation does not only apply to organizers, and
because post-certification and strike access are now set forth in
the regulations. Line two now refers to access "regulations,"
since post-certification and strike access are now set forth in
the regulations, and new sections 20920 and 20925 provide that
violations of those access regulations may also constitute unfair
labor practices. The change to labor organizations, through
their representatives, is made to clarify that organizers and
representatives are normally not individually liable or
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responsible for unfair labor practices or objections, and should
not be individually named as respondents
charges or
objections. The restraint and coercion language is changed to
conform with the Board's ruling
Ventura County Fruit Growers,
Inc. (1984) 10 ALRB No. 45, which follows the longstanding
definition of interference violations established by the National
Labor Relations Board. The reference to section 1156.3(c) is
changed from "the Act 11 to the "Labor Code 11 for consistency, and
to avoid confusion.

Section 20900(e) (5) (D).

Organizational Access.

The proposed regulation renumbers and
20900(e) (5) (C). The regulation is modif
references to the Labor Code, for cons
confusion. The restraint and coercion
conform with the Board's ruling in
Inc. (1984) 10 ALRB No. 45, which follows
definition of interference violations
Labor Re
Board.

Section 20920.

Post-Certification Access.

The proposed regulation will codify Board
post-certification access, and apply
for
lations
the provisions. In O.P. Murphy Produce Company, Inc. (1978)
4 ALRB No. 106, the Board held that post-certification
necessary in order for the labor organization
members and to bargain in good faith. The
that post-certification access
regulations, and where the part
have an
access rights, the agreement should
Fruit Growers, Inc. (1984) 10 ALRB No. 45,
the denial of reasonable post-certif
tends to
interfere with employees' section 1152
,
therefore may
create an independent violation of section 1153(a). Also, the
Board held that the provisions of section 20900 e) (6 , concerning
the duty to furnish access-related
industry, may apply
Accordingly, the proposed
to
existing agreements for post-certification access, but in the
absence thereof, allows for reasonable access by labor
organization representatives in order to discharge their
statutory duties, and to assure unit
representational rights. In the absence
the
employer must grant the amount
representatives set
the
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provisions, but must grant additional or different access if
reasonably required to accomplish the purpose for which access is
taken. Unlike in organizational access, post-certification
access agreements do not have to give equal access to other labor
organizations, since representational matters only concern the
certified representative.
The labor organization is required to give the employer notice of
its intended access, but is not required to file such notice with
the Board. Although the Board has not previously set forth
grievance-processing as a ground for post-organizational access,
this function is clearly part of a certified representative's
representational duties, and within the employees' right to be
represented.
Labor organizations are prohibited from abusing their access
rights, and sanctions are imposed, in similar fashion to the
provisions established for violations of organizational access
regulations. Labor organizations and employers who violate the
access regulations may be found to have committed unfair labor
practices by interfering with the section 1152 rights of
employees. Employers who unreasonably deny post-certification
access rights may be found to have failed andjor refused to have
bargained in good faith.
Upon request, employers in the citrus industry are obligated to
provide, for purposes of post-certification access, the location
where employees are working, as is presently required for
purposes of organizational access, but the regional director will
not be involved in the exchange of information.
Access is limited for specific industries with special health
considerations, as is the case with regard to organizational
access.

Section 20925.

Strike Access.

The proposed regulation will codify Board decisions concerning
strike access, and apply sanctions for violations of the
provisions. In Bruce Church, Inc. (1981) 7 ALRB No. 20, the
Board held that access rights exist during a work stoppage for
the purposes of communicating with nonstriking employees, so the
employees could make an informed choice as to whether to join the
strike. In the Board's view, such access is not inherently
coercive, and tends to reduce the possibility of violence and
other unlawful conduct. It concluded that the right to strike
access is satisfied by permitting one representative for every 15
employees access for one hour during the employees' lunch break.
In Growers Exchange, Inc. (1982) 8 ALRB No. 7, the Board stated
that strike access is available on a daily basis, and established
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a presumption that alternative effective means of communication
do not exist.
The proposed regulation, as in organizational access, gives
precedence to access agreements between the parties, but only
requires equal access to labor organizations with an interest in
the dispute, e.g., those with pending petitions for intervention
or rival union petitions. Also, in cases where there has been a
partial lockout, access is granted, since the remaining employees
have a legitimate interest in being informed of the represented
employees' views of the employer's action. The labor
organization is required to give the employer notice of its
intended access, but is not required to file such notice with the
Board.
Labor organizations are prohibited from abusing their access
rights, and sanctions are imposed, in similar fashion to the
provisions established for violations of organizational access
regulations. Labor organizations and employers who violate the
access regulations may be found to have committed unfair labor
practices by interfering with the section 1152 rights of
employees. Employers in the citrus industry are obligated to
provide the same information, upon request, in strike, as in
organizational access, except that the regional director is not
involved in the exchange of information. Access is limited for
specific industries with special health considerations, as is the
case with organizational access.

Section 20950.

Multiple Access Resolution.

The proposed regulation resolves access questions arising when
more than one form of access is available under Chapter 9, some
of which have already been the subject.of Board decisions. Thus,
in Bruce Church, Inc. (1981) 7 ALRB No. 20, it was held that a
labor organization could simultaneously be entitled to strike and
post-certification access, although only strike access was
granted, based on the lack of any actual post-certification
access needs presented in the case. In Patterson Farms, Inc.
(1982) 8 ALRB No. 57, as corrected by its Supplemental Decision
and Erratum, the Board held that a certified union is entitled to
organizational access when a rival union files for access or
files a rival union petition. In the Supplemental Decision and
Erratum, the Board specifically deleted its earlier statement
that, in such situations, the only access available to the
incumbent was organizational, implying that other forms of access
would also be available, if appropriate.
The proposed regulation only grants the organizational access
provisions where strike access might also be available, but
permits the labor organization to pursue both functions with the
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representatives and time allowed. Since an incumbent
representative would presumably already have considerable access
to non-striking and locked-out employees, the needs of employees
still working will be adequately served by the organizational
access provisions.
Since post-certification access is based on very different
considerations, and usually involves much different issues than
strike and organizational access, the proposed regulation permits
separate eligibility for post-certification access. Where all
three forms of access apply, access may be taken under
organizational and post-certification access, but both
organizational and strike access activities are permitted during
the time allotted for organizational access. Labor organizations
are prohibited from requesting access on one basis, and then
using the access for a different purpose, other than as provided
in the regulation, where the labor representative does so to
exceed the time limitations of the other purpose.
Sanctions are
provided for this form of access abuse.
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